
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-21-14 Mary's 200 stitches in 2000 at the Gas Station Hold 

Up in Miami... She is so F... Mad still 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema I'm sure I have to get the "Gravity 

Engine" to stop all use of "Gasoline" World Wide! "Revenge 

Invention Projects... Los Alamos must crunch + kill the Breast 

Cancer Cell. Woman MD with stage 4 BC the Director of Los 

Alamos when she is not at our place in Key West, use your 

Publish or Parish memories from Yale + Harvard. grin. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" renamed by 

Greg after running into Mary on the couch at the door 

would be "Perpetual Rank 5 Stars" Generals NBC News Videos 

by their Wife filming Gas Station Wars... 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie USA News video CUT Out is 

Mary's 200 stitches in 2000 at the Gas Station Hold Up in 

Miami, Moscow there was a Mary, Paris there was a Mary. UN 

is a criminal organization to say the least. Google has all 

the video's and on the front page of the NY Times. CIA wants 

to destroy everything about the suppression of the 1980 Model 

of the Laser Guided ElectricWindmillCar... war crimes, 

getting Hanged at the CIA with the pretty marble CIA symbol 

in the video. 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" - She the 

Admirals wife demanded he get $778 Trillion in Oil 

Thursday, November 20, 2014 6:41 PM
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Admirals wife demanded he get $778 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues. Change the Movie from Local NBC news video of 

local street crime in say Chicago to "War" fighting over $777 

Trillion in Oil Revenues video with some of the Generals 

Wives wanting $778 Trillion. Videos of the deals between Top 

Brass and "women!" 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" Renee 

screaming if you want to Marry (Mary) this is the deal. Get 1 

more Invention Project. Griffin Park HOLLYWOOD sign, 

change it to "INVENTSOMETING" Mary + Renee this is what I 

want for the Marriage. Change the F... Hollywood Sign to 

InventSomething! Now! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" God, Oh God, 

Mary said I'm "A Women" and "Women are God's best 

invention!!" 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" 1984 culture 

today is not commanded by Men or Women who want to 

change the Hollywood sign to InventSomething. 100,000,000 

Jasmin grow in a Legal Polygamous Marriage that changes 

the "conversations" about Chicago Historic Buildings built by 

Capone the Gangster... the "Gangster Movie was a few years 

ago to spread infect the mass of movie goers to think like a 

Gangster. 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" "52 Pick Up 

Movie staring Mary" light years from a Inventor ready to 

work 24/7 in breast cancer conversations TODAY. For weeks 

or months, until Mary screams out you got it via Mary's 

Inspiration! 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 
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11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" I inspired the 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer in 10K Jasmines + roses + a top 

secret chemical formula crunched by Los Alamos. They have 

the killer instinct of a brainwashed OJ or child soldier in the 

Arab Oil Fields but use Nukes, not this time. Jasmin + Roses + 

the secret ingredient Greg just got inspired by Mary's 

Screaming Get the BC Cure sooner than later Greg! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Nightcrawker" Nightcrawler 

II movie. Of course it took all the worlds "Diamonds" to woo 

Mary. MD wives will have a different personality like the Cats 

in Key West without a home! No solution by the City of Key 

West just like there is no solution by Bush but to name a 

Elementary School and no, the Mac Book Air Ride School 

Bush was to expensive for Texas Oil men and Neighbors, grin! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie, well just a hour before I 

walked in and Mary was sitting by the door drinking coffee 

which is better than Starbucks Coffee... really! Well I was 

writing with the wind, and a Carnival Ship - good dramatic 

but lacking some romance and marriage. 1984 II people 

must have sensed this as a women walked by with a "Marry 

Me" T shirt. 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

11-21-14 Tropic Cinema Movie "Marry Me" I didn't make out 

small print listening to a non invention conversation for 15 

mins. Yes I'm not execrating as ever one was watching us. 15 

mins later and many thoughts of Mary, making her the wife 

of the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar. Nice thoughts of 

Mary with video in my hippocampus, then I told her about 

the Yale Student News today of Bush Elementary School. And 

I mentioned that 100's of Elementary Kids were killed by 

Bush. I said car crashes without the laser guided 

electricwindmillcar on the roads! Mary said, they just closed 

the door better get in. Oh spilled coffee and all getting her 

another cup $1.50 and better coffee than Starbucks. Got into 
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another cup $1.50 and better coffee than Starbucks. Got into 

the door of the Peggy Dow and Dumb trailer of Birdman, 

Mary agrees... closed my eyes and movie came on 

"Nightcrawler" 20 mins late than posted time, I think some of 

the 1984 II people did this, grin. Well Renee was older, not as 

old as Greg + Mary. But the Deal to be "Driven" not by a 

speeding taxi like last night but "Driven" by the gravity of 

the Universe we live in. 10K Jasmin must be what you smell 

going into every Walgreen or Starbucks world wide, with the 

Rx Dr. Nancy said if it works to end Jealousy + crime, wars, 

put it in the "Air"! 

11-21-14.... Mary at the Door inside the Tropic Cinema, next 

scene will be Mary at the Hemingway House (Writing Class) 

getting Married to Greg with "vows" written by Womens 

Inventor demanding 1,001 Nobles a year in Medicine! Better 

get that Hollywood Sign Changed to InventSomenting! 

11-20-14 Look Alike's... 52 Pick up - Mary Smiles and is 

almost ready to play "52 Pickup of the Nearest 52 Stars" and 

Discover how to play with their Aliens + Greg, wow what a 

date last night. The 14 lawyers from the Mel Fisher Scam 

Treasure walked through the Hotel Lobby. 1984 II questions 

were not taken... grin! 

11-19-14 Writing Classes at Hemingway House today on 

Todays Web as a Novel by midnight, written by everyone in 

the Hemingway House Writing Class would save her life 

tomorrow. Stay out of the Sun Mary... go to publix and buy 

10,000 Jasmin flowers, 16 dozen Roses and 1 MIT Chemist! 

Get Psyched up to work 24/7 as the 1984 II Numb nuts are 

under pressure to save her life, 40K a year and a lot more 

murdered by jealous drunk men. We can Win at 52 Pick up of 

nearest stars! Game!! 

11-20-14 Look, "Remembrance of Things Past" II will be 

written in a Hemingway House Writing Class by everyone 

there for a Novel on how we remember and see the video in 

our brains hippocampus. 

11-20-14 Look, Former U.S. President George W. Bush ’68 was 

adorned with yet another honor yesterday, when it was 
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adorned with yet another honor yesterday, when it was 

announced that a Texas elementary school would be named 

in his honor. 

11-20-14 Look, Medal of Honor by the Pentagon + Honor of 

Bush name on a Elementary School when 100 kids died left 

in hot cars and even more Elementary School kids died and 

burned in fiery Car Crash... 1984 II has a "Strange" quark 

from physics as there has to be women MD's in this 1984 II 

Society that would remind Bush he is a baby killer from 

Vietnam as kids died left in hot cars + The FIERY Car Crash! 

wow This would make a great Hemingway House Writing 

Class assignment when no longer "Top Secret". 

11-20-14 Look, Laser Guided ElectricWindmillFord Escort 

would have been in NYC's Times Square before 9/11 if Bush 

would have LEAKED it's suppression by Texas Oil men! 

11-20-14 Look, Former U.S. President George W. Bush ’68 was 

adorned with yet another honor yesterday, when it was 

announced that a Texas elementary school would be named 

in his honor. 

11-20-14 Look Alike's of Mary in Publix so... 1984 II Numb 

Nut Dictators might make contact, let me work 24/7 in front 

of everyone in this George Orwell society, Rx Cure for Breast 

Cancer, will be "Joy II" perfumes! 

11-20-14 Look Alike's... Nobel Prize Winners will leave UCLA, 

Cal tech, MIT and their Discoveries and Inventions will look 

alike MIT ones but are really from this web page's 1,001 

Invention Projects. 

11-20-14 Look Alike's "GoogleInvent" search will not look like 

a Google Search!! 

11-20-14 Crime Journalism, if "GoogleInvent" Search was up 

and running then doing a search on "Women Drugged + 

Raped" would have the STD's, Hepatitis... and Headlines not 

paid by someone trying to scam you on the internet by 

clicking on their page from a Google search. The Headlines 
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clicking on their page from a Google search. The Headlines 

at top would be the Statistics and why 1984 II Homeland 

Security is at the Airport when a million women were 

drugged + raped at his home. Next would be Apple iPhone6 + 

but not a paid ad by Apple Search, a Apple one that calls on 

Apple to let "SPY" recording of calls and leave your phone at 

the bar iapp that catches a video of the Drugged drink. etc 

Days before several women claimed Bill Cosby drugged and 

raped them, the comedian stonewalled a reporter's questions 

about previous assault accusations and asked for the 

interview to be "scuttled. Comcast + NBC have hidden 

cameras everywhere, not a look alike as Congress must let 

Drugged and rape women set their iPhone 6 + up as a "Spy" 

iPhone6 + and then the President has to sign it. Well 

Comcast + NBC's hidden cameras are illegal out in the real 

world but our world is "1984 II". 

11-20-14 Look Alike's... So don't belittle your wife about her 

OB/GYN up's + down's! 

11-20-14 Look Alike's... 52 Pick up - Mary Smiles and is 

almost ready to play "52 Pickup of the Nearest 52 Stars" and 

play with their Aliens. 

11-20-14 Look Alike's Beauty Queen + Sister slain in Jealous 

rage... and he was probably drinking all day... Miss World 

pageant - the high point of her reign as Miss Honduras. CVS 

should stop selling Alcohol or help find a antidote for the 

"Jealous Drunk" 

11-20-14 Look Alike's 

11-20-14 Look Alike's 

11-19-14 Not Negotiable... you smell "Joy" of 10,000 Jasmin 

flowers, 16 dozen Roses and 1 MIT Chemist who altered the 

Perfume to bring man made Synthetic intelligence - No 

Jealousy or the Emotions!! via MIT. Drones are out of date... 

man made Synthetic intelligence of Emotions, Peace on 

Earth and Domestic peace... 
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Earth and Domestic peace... 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" Match Made in the 

Heavens... Mary B's 10,000 Jasmin Gregs Chemistry Formals 

by MIT and when you walk into a Walgreen, Target, CVS, 

Publix, Whole Foods... you smell "Joy" of 10,000 Jasmin 

flowers, 16 dozen Roses and 1 MIT Chemist who altered the 

Perfume to bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions 

Peace on Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the 

Emotions via this Mary B inspiration, this can be done if the 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators want to smell Joy and Peace at 

Christmas and Mary B's BDay next week. Are we both the 

same age, I hope to find out... grin. 

11-19-14 Not Negotiable... "Joy" Rx Perfumes... Perfume to 

bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions Peace on 

Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the Emotions!! 

11-19-14 Jews + "OJ" + "Cosby" Not Negotiable... "Joy" Rx 

Perfumes... Perfume to bring man made Synthetic 

intelligence, Emotions Peace on Earth and Domestic peace... 

No Jealousy or the Emotions!! 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" In Jerusalem’s WW III + 

Oil's Trillions ‘Wars with Neighbors,’ the Differences Are Not 

Negotiable... He and the other three worshipers killed in the 

attack — Rabbi Kalman Zeev Levine, 55, and Aryeh 

Kupinsky, 43, who were both dual Israeli-United States 

citizens, and Rabbi Avraham Shmuel Goldberg, 68, who 

came to Israel from England — all lived on Rabbi Shimon 

Agassi Street, the site of the neighborhood synagogue, 

Kehilat Bnei Torah. 

11-19-14 In Jerusalem 5 killed... In the USA 19K SWF killed 

by Drunk Men... Another 40K by Breast Cancer and the 

Classified killings of women in the USA is Robert Kennedy 

killing Mary in the Barn, 10K women a year are tortured by 

Robert Kennedy Jr. to hang them selves in the Kennedy Barn 

and FBI has no statistics! Do SWF's work at the FBI under 

Obama... grin! Black women only care about lunch... 

11-19-14 Not Negotiable... you smell "Joy" of 10,000 Jasmin 
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11-19-14 Not Negotiable... you smell "Joy" of 10,000 Jasmin 

flowers, 16 dozen Roses and 1 MIT Chemist who altered the 

Perfume to bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions 

Peace on Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the 

Emotions via this Mary B inspiration, this can be done if the 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators want to smell Joy and Peace at 

Christmas! 

11-19-14 Put it in the air... Dr. Nancy would say, if it works 

put it in the H2O. Rx Cure for Breast cancer + put it in the 

Air if it works. 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" Match Made in the 

Heavens... Mary B's 10,000 Jasmin Gregs Chemistry Formals 

by MIT and when you walk into a Walgreen, Target, CVS, 

Publix, Whole Foods... you smell "Joy" of 10,000 Jasmin 

flowers, 16 dozen Roses and 1 MIT Chemist who altered the 

Perfume to bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions 

Peace on Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the 

Emotions via this Mary B inspiration, this can be done if the 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators want to smell Joy and Peace at 

Christmas and Mary B's BDay next week. Are we both the 

same age, I hope to find out... grin. 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" Match Made in the 

Heavens... Mary B's 10,000 Jasmin Gregs Chemistry 

11-19-14 Not Negotiable... "Joy" Rx Perfumes... Perfume to 

bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions Peace on 

Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the Emotions!! 

11-19-14 JERUSALEM — The car crawled slowly through the 

streets of Har Nof, a loudspeaker on its roof, broadcasting 

psalms and announcing the funeral at 2 p.m. of Rabbi 

Moshe Twersky, one of four Jewish men killed at prayer on 

Tuesday morning when two Palestinians armed with a gun 

and butcher knives stormed a neighborhood 

11-19-14 Not Negotiable... "Joy" Rx Perfumes... Perfume to 

bring man made Synthetic intelligence, Emotions Peace on 

Earth and Domestic peace... No Jealousy or the Emotions!! 
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11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume II CVS, next Walgreen will stop selling 

cigarettes + open a gym. 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" Match Made in the 

Heavens... Mary B's 10,000 Jasmin Gregs Chemistry 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume for "Peace" In Jerusalem’s WW III + 

Oil's Trillions ‘Wars with Neighbors,’ the Differences Are Not 

Negotiable 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume U.S. Annual Healthcare Spending Is 

A Stunning $3.4 Trillion, Says Study... 

11-19-14 In Jerusalem 5 killed... In the USA 19K SWF killed 

by Drunk Men... Another 40K by Breast Cancer and the 

Classified killings of women in the USA is Robert Kennedy 

killing Mary in the Barn, 10K women a year are tortured by 

Robert Kennedy Jr. to hang them selves in the Kennedy Barn 

and FBI has no statistics! Do SWF's work at the FBI under 

Obama... grin! Black women only care about lunch... 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume... Mr Sabillón said that Ruiz was 

angered when his girlfriend danced with another man at 

the party, which was held near some hot springs in the hills 

on the outskirts of the town. He said that the pair had a 

fight and Ruiz then took his pistol and shot her. When María 

José tried to run away, she was shot in the back. Mr Sabillón 

said that Ruiz, who was arrested on Monday, still had the 

gun with him. Police also arrested a second man, Aris 

Valentin Maldonado. 

"The killers tried to hide the bodies and clean the crime 

scene," said Leandro Osorio, head of the National 

Directorate of Criminal Investigation. "Apparently the 

perpetrators hoped that the water would carry the bodies 

away, but the swift investigation prevented that." 

For Mrs Muñoz, the arrest of 26-year-old Ruiz – who met 

Sofía when the pair of them were at school – came as little 

surprise. 

"He is the key to all of this," she said on Monday, before the 

bodies were found. Neighbours of Mrs Muñoz told Honduran 

newspaper El Tiempo that he was a jealous man, who caused 
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newspaper El Tiempo that he was a jealous man, who caused 

problems when he was drunk. 

But Mrs Muñoz said he "got on well" with her daughters, and 

had been seeing Sofía, a primary schoolteacher, for three 

months. He earned his living through property, and 

managing the land left to him by his cattle rancher brother, 

30-year-old David Ruiz, who was shot dead by four hit men 

in San Pedro Sula in February 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 "Joy" Perfume 

11-19-14 Writing Classes at Hemingway House today on 

Todays Web as a Novel by midnight, written by everyone in 

the Hemingway House Writing Class would save her life 

tomorrow. Stay out of the Sun Mary... 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Israel vows tough response in 

killing of 4 rabbis, 3 of them Americans... WW III 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" God... Greg + Mary B. vows Legal 

Polygamous Marriage contract vow to "Discover How Gravity 

is Generated + Brainstorm with all the Aliens at the nearest 

52 Stars once NASA has World Domination, Conquest! 

Wedding Gift of 1 Trillion Cans of NASA made H @ -254 C 

and $1 Trillion confiscated from BP Oil will help signal 

other platelets to aggregate! Severe bleeding is still difficult 

to control since there are simply too few platelets to 

aggregate quickly enough to plug the wound. Hemingway 

saved Pauline's life here! Writing Classes at Hemingway 

House today on Todays Web as a Novel by midnight written 

by everyone in the Hemingway House Writing Class would 

save her life tomorrow. Stay out of the Sun Mary... in Key 

West, grin! Reinvent sunlight when we don't have all its parts 

down pat, this is what GoogleInvent is for when Google gets 
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down pat, this is what GoogleInvent is for when Google gets 

bored of Google Glasses! 

11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their 

Motion Detection" Below state of the arts for the Surgeon, 

Navy Fighter Pilot in Key West and 4 Billion drivers world 

wide... surgeons will lose money on fiery car wrecks and car 

wrecks as all this High Tech for surgeons and Jet Pilots will 

be in the 2015 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort as the 

Coup... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will shut down the gasoline 

cars assembly line on Day 1 of the Revolution. 

11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their 

Motion Detection" Tobii Technologies, a Swedish company 

that makes eye trackers, and ESINOMED, a German firm that 

makes clinical displays, partnered to create their own touch-

free controller specifically designed for surgeons. 

11-18-14 "Laser Guided Cars track your eye Motion for their 

Motion Detection" The EyeSeeMed system does not require eye-

tracking glasses to be worn, but instead detects where the 

eyes are pointing using remote cameras. Looking at specific 

buttons on the screen for a few seconds works like a click to 

select that option, while other basic head motions, like 

tilting left and right, can be used to navigate through 

radiological images. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" The Theory Of Everything Felicity 

Jones and Eddie Redmayne star in "The Theory Of 

Everything," directed by James Marsh. “The Theory of 

Everything” is a film about the life and loves of Stephen 

Hawking, the renowned physicist and cosmologist who wrote 

“A Brief History of Time.” 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they 

believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then 

they absolutely believe in God! 

11-18-14 Stephen Hawking, the renowned physicist and 

cosmologist who wrote “A Brief History of Time.” said there is 

no God... stupid criminal or BP Oil got to him with a $777 
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no God... stupid criminal or BP Oil got to him with a $777 

Trillion dollar bribe, grin! 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" from the Upper Class... "Joy" 

perfume, "Rx Joy" Perfumes from MD discoveries! 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's Wives" "Joy's MD Wives" Joy's 

essence lies in its exquisite original formula, which combines 

the delicate sensuality of over 10,000 jasmine flowers and the 

rich elegance of 28 dozen Bulgarian roses to make just one 

ounce of Joy perfume. These exquisite natural ingredients 

make Joy a symbol of luxury and sophistication. Joy... she'll 

forget you forgot. By Jean Patou; made in France 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's MD Wives" Joy's essence lies in 

thinking up the Invention Project to cure MS with Rx Joy 

Perfume. Cure 1,001 MS diseases with your "Essence to find 

Invention Projects!!" 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Joy's MD Wives" Jean Patou 1000 is 

for a women's Invention Projects Passion with "Greg's 24/7 

Brainstorming the fragrance" smell his + her Brain lite up 

on the MRI on our # 1 IP Breast Cancer Cure, put it in the 

H2O, in the Launch of a Miracle Godsent Cure, war + crime is 

next perfume! 

Hawking has a motor neuron disease related to amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS), a condition that has progressed over 

the years. He is almost entirely paralysed and communicates 

through a speech-generating device. He married twice and 

has three children. Hawking's marriage had been strained 

for many years. Jane felt overwhelmed by the intrusion into 

their family life of the required nurses and assistants. The 

impact of his celebrity was challenging for colleagues and 

family members, and in one interview Jane described her 

role as "simply to tell him that he's not God." 

Hawking's views of religion also contrasted with her strong 

Christian faith, and resulted in tension. In the late 1980s 

Hawking had grown close to one of his nurses, Elaine Mason, 

to the dismay of some colleagues, caregivers and family 

members who were disturbed by her strength of personality 

and protectiveness. 

Hawking told Jane that he was leaving her for Mason, and 
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Hawking told Jane that he was leaving her for Mason, and 

departed the family home in February 1990. Following his 

divorce from Jane in the spring. In 2006 Hawking and 

Elaine quietly divorced,following which Hawking resumed 

closer relationships with Jane, his children and 

grandchildren. 

Reflecting this happier period, a revised version of Jane's 

book called Travelling to Infinity, My Life with Stephen 

appeared in 2007. 

That year Hawking and his daughter Lucy published 

George's Secret Key to the Universe, a children's book 

designed to explain theoretical physics in an accessible 

fashion and featuring characters similar to those in the 

Hawking family. 

The book was followed by sequels in 2009 and 2011. Also in 

August 2014, Hawking accepted the Ice Bucket Challenge to 

promote ALS/MND awareness and raise contributions for 

research. As he had had pneumonia in 2013, he was advised 

not to have ice poured over him, but his children 

volunteered to accept the challenge on his behalf. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Launched by the design house of 

Jean Patou in 1972, JEAN PATOU 1000 is a women's 

fragrance that possesses a blend of a lovely scent of rich, 

fresh-cut flowers. It is recommended for romantic wear.When 

applying any fragrance please consider that there are 

several factors which can affect the natural smell of your 

skin and, in turn, the way a scent smells on you. For 

instance, your mood, stress level, age, body chemistry, diet, 

and current medications may all alter the scents you wear. 

Similarly, factor such as dry or oily skin can even affect the 

amount of time a fragrance will last after being applied. 

Ingredients Notes: Greens, Bergamot, Anjelica, Coriander, 

Tarragon, Chinese Osmanthus, Jasmine, Rose, Lily of the 

Valley, Violet, Iris, Geranium, Vetiver, Patchouli, Moss, 

Sandalwood, Amber, Musk, Civet. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" from the Upper Class in 

India, callous "Black Lungs' 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" Palestinians Kill 4 Rabbis in 
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11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" "Coal" Palestinians Kill 4 Rabbis in 

Jerusalem Synagogue Attack Voice of America 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Coal Picture on the front page of 

the NY Times Today. Wrote that the Upper Class in India "spit" 

on 777 Trillion Galaxies flowing into infinite space that 

never ends. Stupid Criminals from India, India Coal and 

Manhattan scams, step in front of a car for the insurance 

scam. 777 people from India do this every year. Same front 

page place on the front page of the NY Times reported this 10 

years ago... Bush can do this math. 10X777 = 7,770 few 

thousand for each one $$$. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" India Coal and Manhattan scams, 

step in front of a car for the insurance scam. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Four people were killed while 

worshiping in a synagogue in an ultra-Orthodox 

neighborhood in West Jerusalem on Tuesday. Police said the 

two Palestinian attackers were killed Two militants storm 

Jerusalem synagogue with meat cleavers and a gun, killing 

Palestinians Kill 4 Rabbis in Jerusalem Synagogue Attack 

Voice of America 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Coal is sold at the Jewish owned 

Shorty's in Key West. Shorty's STAFF Spits at everyone 

"Downwind" + towering over the Jewish Mafia. Even God. 

Buying + selling of Organs. While worshiping in a 

synagogue. God has more hidden cameras than the 1984 II 

Numb Nuts Dictators! 

11-18-14 "Shortys" Coal is sold at the Jewish owned Shorty's 

in Key West. Yes they stand out in front on Duval and spit... 

at the 155 Story Yale-Paris Medical School built on a Eiffel 

Tower Structure and of course the Yale-Gaza Medical School. 

Black Lung Plague on the Jews. Kosher. STAFF who is the 

owner? 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" War Criminals, the 155 Story Eiffel 

Tower Medical School 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Worlds Tallest Structure, The Burj 

Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The world's tallest 

man-made structure is the 829.8 m (2,722 ft) tall Burj 
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man-made structure is the 829.8 m (2,722 ft) tall Burj 

Khalifa in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" after the illegal buying and selling 

of organs for transplant. 

11-18-14 "Storm Chasers" Dubai, United Arab Emirates 

Many people with hearing loss opt out of using hearing aids 

because of their discomfort, poor performance, or simply 

compliance. This is probably even more common when the 

person is at home and would like to relax and crank up the 

TV. Others in the home may not be as hot about hearing the 

TV on full volume, a cause for inevitable domestic fights the 

world over. 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" yet they drive down Roosevelt + 

Truman as if there were no laws of the Universe! Hemingway 

House has a salt water pool, Pauline's BDay Gift for Earnest. 

Writing Class Gift! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" WHO + UN Administration have a 

Infinity Pool full of crude oil, worth $777 Trillion! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, size 

matters! NY Times Push... 24/7 Brainstorming Invention 

Projects with Mary B... NY Times pushed this to happen... 

Police Vow ‘24/7’ Manhunt in Fatal Subway Push By J. DAVID 

GOODMAN NY Times. Headlines to Push Legal Polygamous 

Marriage with wives brainstorming 24/7 1,001 invention 

projects not pushed by the NY Times Headlines!! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they 

believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then 

they absolutely believe in God! 

11-17-14 ...The Dead Sea... See... Mary Kennedy helped build 

Yale + Harvard nevertheless... all the other Mary's who will 

follow in her footsteps can "see" the Yale + Harvard 

Administration keeping the status quo until a "Inventor" 

comes along and tells them he can with the inspiration of 

Mary B. give the Yale + Harvard Administration the "LOST" 

ending. 

Needing Yale + Harvard Medical School Wives to help us cook 
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Needing Yale + Harvard Medical School Wives to help us cook 

up a Rx Perfume Lobotomy. No need for a "smart watch" to 

track them to see if they are following Doctors Orders! 

Mom has gout in one big toe, fungus in the other big toe. 

Reinvent the "Walker" I said to Mary B. "smart watch" to 

track them to see if they are following Doctors Orders! 

Orders from Mary can still be heard in the airwaves. Listen... 

Mary B. + Mary Kennedy! Telegraph SOS. Key West a food 

truck is the out of date SOS. SOS's for Mary B. and Mary 

Kennedy will be laser guided 007 fast forward YouTube Video 

of this "Day" emailed to the Yale + Harvard Administration. 

Yale Medical School MD were the last ones to see... the Sandy 

Hook shooter with his mother alive in their office. Final 

report by the Administration will be out soon. We can still 

heard in the airwaves. Listen... "smart watch" to track them 

to see if they are following Doctors Orders! 

Hell No We Won't Go and get this mind alternating 

consciousness-soul Rx filled. We are going to the "Military 

Shooting Range" and yes we have fired a 50 caliber bullet, it 

feels like it needs to be reinvented like the "Walker" going up 

the stairs, coming back down the stairs. 

Mary B. + Greg give Yale the Rx to reinvent - have a 

invention ready at hand when mom says Hell No I won't get 

this mind alternation Rx filled!! Mary got the restraining 

order... next day he killed her in the parking lot. This Mary 

had no apt with the Sandy Hook MD's and PhD's... 

Rx was not filled by the Yale + Harvard Administration. This 

report will not be out until after the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators make "contact" with Mary B. + Greg. Time is of the 

essence as Mary will be 1 year older or younger or the same 

age of Greg 67 on the day after Thanks Giving Day. 

Then Mary B. and Greg will fly off to the Saint Jude Childrens 

Hospital with "Make a Wish Signs" that read "Mary B. will 

inspire greg to get a Miracle Cure" drink and glass of our 

reinvented H2O and you can go home to a life and world 

that won the war on cancer. 

War Between Men + Women will be WON, after or before the 

War on Childrens Cancers... 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators 

know the time line! Thanks Giving and Mary B. BDay. I tried 

to bribe Mary B. with $1 Trillion in Oil Revenues confiscated 

by MD Women Coup leaders. $100 for your BDay on a 

Walgreens Card... Yes Mary! Love you! 
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Walgreens Card... Yes Mary! Love you! 

11-17-14 ...Robert Kennedy Jr. + Mary Kennedy built onto 

this "Infinity Pool" 

11-17-14 ...Infinity Pools Just Married, Mary Kennedy helped 

build Yale + Harvard nevertheless Mary was tortured by her 

husband into committing suicide. 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" 1 Trillion "Clones" of Mary have 

been tortured by their husbands into committing suicide. 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" 1 Trillion "Clones" of Mary will be 

tortured by their husbands into committing suicide. 

11-17-14 ...Roosevelt + Truman built onto the "Infinity Pool" 

as if there were no laws of the Universe! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" vision to build this and Whirlpool 

Galaxies. 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" yet they drive down Roosevelt + 

Truman as if there were no laws of the Universe! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, size 

matters! 

11-17-14 ..."Infinity Pool" of 777 Trillion Galaxies, if they 

believed in God before we counted this many Galaxies, then 

they absolutely believe in God! 

11-17-14 ...We Today part the Whirlpool Galaxies like Moses 

parted The Dead Sea... See... Mary Kennedy helped build Yale 

+ Harvard nevertheless the Administration refused to count 

her among the 19K murdered last year. 

11-17-14 ... 007 November Man, point of the movie is "Is her 

life worth saving" the CIA Administration has harder 

decisions to make they the Yale + Harvard Administration. 

11-17-14 ...well sort of... Yale + Harvard Administration own 

51% of BP Oil 

11-17-14 ...007 November Man, point of the movie is "Is her 

life worth saving" the CIA Administration has harder 
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life worth saving" the CIA Administration has harder 

decisions to make they the Yale + Harvard Administration. 

11-17-14 ...007 November Man at the CIA hasn't gotten 

around to the final report, do will start another war over 

$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues or "Do We save Her Life?" 

11-17-14 ...I told Mary B. last night she has to inspire greg to 

come up with a way to reinvent an End to War + Crime, Cure 

Cancer + Make Contact with Aliens... I think this is what the 

CIA Administration is waiting for. Lets give them a Whirl 

Pool and Infinity Pool to think about. Thanks Giving is 

coming us fast. Mary B. said she will call greg with a 

inspirational voice, message. Invent a way to Make Contact! 

with 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators who have Alienated 5 

billion people from the Start of Star Travels and Yale + 

Harvard getting 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year, every year. 

the Rx is here, read below. Mary B. and Greg got one for 

Mary Kennedy... who at Yale + Harvard Failed, WHO at the 

UN failed to cure any of 1 Trillion diseased... diseases! WHO 

+ UN Administration have a Infinity Pool full of crude oil, 

worth $777 Trillion! 

11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes 155 Story Eiffel Tower Med 

School built in NYC + Paris. 25 in Key West! 

11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues! 

11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes 777 Trillion Galaxies 

expanding into infinite space right now at thousands of 

miles per hour. 

11 16 14 Mary B... High Stakes ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 

Please Escort Greg to our 1984 II HQ so we can have that 

hour long conversation. Love you! 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... I rang 

Mary B. left her voice ms Hope your feeling better, Mom at 92 

is out of energy - not oil - 155 pages I mailed Mom no energy 

to read as gout got her by the toe. Mary B. High Stakes 155 

Story Eiffel Tower Med School in NYC + Paris. 25 in Key West. I 
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Story Eiffel Tower Med School in NYC + Paris. 25 in Key West. I 

will stick my head in the door of Saint Pauls hope to catch 

your eye... ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Mary B's 

inspiration will get the Cure for Cancer and put a end to gas 

station hold ups in Miami were Mary was sucker punched in 

2000. Mary B. High Stakes 155 Story Eiffel Tower Med School 

in NYC + Paris!!! 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... I'm 

sitting in my fold up chair outside Starbucks I can see the 

White Towers of Saint Pauls. 1984 II Saint Paul Today with 

$777 Trillion in oil revenues. 101 Wars over who gets 

tomorrows oil revenues of another $777 Trillion. NO 

Snowden to leak this. 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... NY 

Times knows there was a fiery cop car crash to make 

Headlines but put another beheading by SISI. 800 fiery cop 

cars and SUV's in the 10's of thousands since the 1980 

invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and no NY Times 

Headlines. I read the front page in Walgreens. 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... Mandy 

Miles in the Citizen today read her simpler things like 2 

kinds of screw drivers, I think she was talking about 

"Partners for Life screws" YouTube videos leaked as they will 

be after the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat!! And the MD women will 

have the syphilis and STD's names and pictures of the rich 

and famous, what sex disease they have and have given to 

others... "Out of Africa Movie" with Anus Cancer death of 

Farrah on the front page of the NY Times!! Really!! 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... 

HALLIBURTON signalled it was willing to increase its mid-

October bid to buy Baker Hughes before going hostile, 

according to sources. $777 Trillion in Oil was not enough for 

Halliburton... 800 fiery cop car crashes, and Halliburton is 

most wanted on FBI list, cop killer! 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... LA 

PORTE, Texas (AP) - Four workers were killed and one was 
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PORTE, Texas (AP) - Four workers were killed and one was 

injured Saturday during a hazardous chemical leak at a 

DuPont industrial plant in suburban Houston, company 

officials said. 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... Poison 

Gasoline Exhaust and Cruise Ship Deiseal atoms in the blood 

of Jimmy Carters Grandkids and Greatgrandkids and NY 

Times makes 4 dead in leak at DuPont headlines! When we 

are in the worst Holocaust II in the history of Earth. 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... 

InventBook, I told Mary B. she is God's Best Invention!! 

Facebook is wasting as many man hours in non-invention 

conversations than drunks, gamblers, and OJ... grin! 

Football grin! The privacy and security policies of Facebook 

ensure that if you lock down your Facebook account you can 

prevent any other users from accessing any of your data but 

on the other hand there's nothing that Facebook itself can't 

access. Facebook prevent others from writing the Hemingway 

House Utopian Novel together with a invent project in every 

chapter!! InventBook should shut down FaceBook on day one 

of the MD Womens Coup! InventSomething with links to get 

you started on this web page and you can watch us live get 

the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... put it in the H2O if it works, 

Dr. Nancy would say! 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... 

InventBook... Navy should be feeding all the fish in the 

ocean News! Tracking News... Tracking Fishy Behavior, From 

Space. The Atlantic - A new program aims to allow anybody 

to watch for poachers using satellite imagery and ship 

positioning systems. But whether it will actually send illegal 

fishing crews to court is an open question. 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... 

InventBook... 

11-16-14 Sunday Saint Pauls Church Bells just rang... 

InventBook... 
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11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B + MD Wives in next 2 weeks!! Maybe not so 

"UNlikely" as Jimmy Carter + Rosalynn Carter TODAY know + 

realize poison deiseal particles land on the Cruise Ships they 

take and are TODAY in the blood of all Jimmy + Rosalynn's 

grand kids and great grand kids so it's not that... 

"UNLIKELY" Greg + Mary B. will get to have a hours long 

conversation in our 1984 II Society!! 

11-15-14 adjective: unlikely; comparative adjective: 

unlikelier; superlative adjective: unlikeliest not likely to 

happen, be done, or be true; improbable. 

11-15-14 1984 II it's very likely $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 

from Gas Station Hold ups... will END!! 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... unlikelier is the 1984 II "Womens Club" makes 

contact with Greg, but not Mission Impossible as a MD 

womens Coup is unlikeliest after reading the News from 

France, and no news Headlines from Paris about fiery Cop 

Cars + Suv's as you know its very likely there will be a fiery 

wreck in Paris today! Very likely this will be classified a "War 

Crime". 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... unlikeliest conversation with Mary B. pushing 

her walker along down Olivia heading to Hemingway House 

would be her "accident" and reason for the walker. Likeliest 

is I will reinvent the walker. 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... Birthday is coming up and she is pushing a 

walker, Wow! Well I can still make a Godsent Gift, write a 

Birthday Girl and her Walker Card. 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... "an unlikely explanation" She said "Yes, I had 
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with Mary B... "an unlikely explanation" She said "Yes, I had 

a accident" I Parked my trike in front of the Paris Cafe, She 

said a old skiing accident I decided to take care of now. Let 

me be your Nurse, I have a nurse and "Doctor". Greg is the 

one who needs a "Doctor" ASAP!! 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... well left a voice message that is very likely to 

get a roll of the eyes and response I hope as $777 Trillion is a 

High Stakes Poker Game + Lottery, add in 4 Trillion Years 

Proxmia is going to burn "H" + 1 Trillion Cans of NASA "H" 

change the Edison invention of electric wires going into 

everyone's home. 15 Billion People in need of Electricity, Keys 

Energy would charge so much only a few thousand could 

afford their electric bill. 

11-15-14 Unlikely to Brainstorm a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer 

with Mary B... 2 Movies at the Key West Film Festival. 

Unlikeliest that Partners for life could survive Legal 

Polygamous Marriages that get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a 

Year as this Polygamously Revolution and Inventing 

Conversation Vows... are a Marriage Made for the Start of 

Star Travel. Made in Heaven, the Heavens we know today, 

with No Aliens. Just 777 Trillion Galaxies expanding into 

empty space at Millions of Miles per hour. wow! 

11-15-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan 

Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" 

11-15-14 $1 Trillion dollar... EUPHORIA... looking into Mary 

B.'s eyes when our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator makes 

contact! Takes Scam Wars off the front page and puts Breast 

Cancers Trillion dollar $ Manhattan Project, and he could 

even announce the 155 Story Yale NYC Medical School build 

were the UN is today as the UN failed all the kids at the Saint 

Jude Childrens Hospital for Cancer caused by Holocaust II 

Poison Gasoline Exhaust! 

11-15-14 "Cosby appearances canceled amid assault uproar" 

At least two of Bill Cosby's talk-show appearances have been 
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At least two of Bill Cosby's talk-show appearances have been 

canceled amid resurgent allegations he has sexually 

assaulted multiple women over the years. 

11-15-14 OJ + Cosby "Clones" in Key West + every city and 

town in the USA will be LEAKED, YouTube Videos too as 

Verizon recorded everything! 

11-15-14 "Public Health's New Tool Is iPhone007 + so when OJ 

or Cosby call pop up on the screen tells you all the STD's they 

have!! 

11-15-14 OJ + Cosby "Clones" The Atlantic "Public Health's 

New Tool Is Wikipedia" by Cari Romm 

11-15-14 OJ + Cosby "Clones" have syphilis and STD's + don't 

tell any of the women.... 

11-14-14 Oh, the new Starbucks is open with no "Window 

Service" 

11-14-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators to Pardon Greg so he can get a 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer for Mary B's Christmas Gift!! 

11-14-14 Oh No... Mary B's using a walker, old hip accident 

skiing. Greg, can I be your Nurse? No, I have a "Doctor" + 

nurse! "Doctor" if I had a iPhone6 Plus you could hear the 

emphasis on Doctor, I'm been wooing MD women in my web a 

lot. Mary B's the best as Polygamous Marriage is ok with her. 

And the $ Trillion we will get from the Whistle Blowers "Page" 

from the $777 Trillion Robbed at gas stations by BP Oil. Mary 

was Sucker Punched in a gas station hole up in Miami in 

2000 and the ElectricWindmillFord Escort was invented in 

1980. So no gas stations should be polluting our air and no 

gas stations to rob in 2000! Yale + Harvard Greed their grads 

caused the worst Poison Gas Holocaust II in history. Baby 

Killers from Vietnam as Saint Jude Childrens Cancer 

Hospital is full. Burn Units for Children too but our 1984 II 

Numb Nuts made this classified and top secret. So I got a 

haircut at Headlines... I love the connotation, NY Times 
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haircut at Headlines... I love the connotation, NY Times 

Headlines! Cherylann ask for her. I was short on the tip but 

gave Cherylann 3 BDay cards signed. Mary B + greg will 

have to wait for his + her hair styles. I hope the 1984 II 

Observers make contact before Mary B's is off her walker! 24/7 

work on women with a Breast Cancer Walker!! ASAP!! 

11-14-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want $777 

Trillion taken in gas station hold ups by 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators $$$ given to Iraq not Breast Cancer! 

Iraq retakes strategic oil town of Baiji from jihadists... Iraqi 

forces have recaptured the strategic oil town of Baiji in a 

significant victory over ISIS after more than two weeks of 

fighting. 

11-14-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators to Pardon Greg so he can get a 

Rx Cure for Breast Cancer for Mary B's Christmas Gift!! 

11-14-14 Oh, the Key West Film Festival is here at the Tropic 

Cinema... Life Partner not Soul-mate partner as God would 

set them straight, grin... God would set them straight on his 

best invention - women. She gets a Male Soul-Mate for 24/7 

inventing in the "After Life". Legal Polygamous Marriage 

now to change the conversations to 1,001 Invention Projects! 

Brainstorm 24/7 get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!! 

11-14-14 Oh, the Key West Film Festival is here at the Tropic 

Cinema... No Polygamous Films by 1,001 Film Makers no 

short, nothing!! This is Censorship by the Key West Film 

Festival at the Tropic Cinema... 

11-14-14 Oh, the Key West Film Festival is here at the Tropic 

Cinema... I found 2 "Soul-Mate" invention projects movies 

that I might get a invention project from watching. "Goodbye 

to all That", His wife ask for a divorce, he bounces off to 

Facebook not InventBook!! If she was working on 1,001 IP 

she would not ask for a divorce. Next year 2015 Key West Film 

Festival, grin. Other movie is... "The Zero Theorem," Computer 
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Festival, grin. Other movie is... "The Zero Theorem," Computer 

hackers goal is to discover the reason for human existence!! 

11-14-14 Oh, the new Starbucks is open with no "Window 

Service" 

11-14-14 the new "Apple-Starbucks" is ready to open, be 

opened by Greg when our 1984 II Numb Nuts make contact. 

11-14-14 Oh, the new Starbucks has no wifi. I connected to 

Banana Republic for a hour lost the signal yesterday. So I'm 

at Westin - Mallory Dock. Mercy, got connected to Key West 

Wife here on the Dock will bike up to Starbucks on Duval in a 

hour or two, 10 am now. 

11-14-14 Oh, working with IBM to develop future chip 

offerings for high-end enterprise customers, U.S. Department 

of Energy said on Friday it is spending $425 million to 

research extreme-scale computing and build two super-

computers, which would be the world's fastest, for research 

into basic science as well as nuclear weapons. The DOE is 

awarding $325 million to build "Summit" for Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory in Tennessee and "Sierra" at the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California. 

11-14-14 iApps, get some high-end extreme-scale iApps that 

will send Bill + Melinda to Hell for no win 8.2 fix, grin! God 

sends them to Hell because they lost Humanity 1,001 

inventions and cures for cancer by refusing to give us the 

win 8.2 fix, thus win 10 and win 100 will not have the 8.2 fix 

out of spite by Bill + Melinda. They don't care if Greg + his 

MD wifes ever get a cure for Breast Cancer! 

iApps MRI's of every Brain on this iMac... crunched with 

many iApps! 100% use of memory + brain will be used by the 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat iApps for this 5K iMac + get a Nobel to 

share with the Good Wives! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain with her bare fingers + the 

shock + awe of her thoughts Opened a New Universe of 

iInventSomething pre-loaded on Apple Computers! Gravity!! 

Time Change!! 777 Trillion Galaxies married to God. 

11-14-14 Oh, working with IBM to develop future chip 
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11-14-14 Oh, working with IBM to develop future chip 

offerings for high-end enterprise customers... $325 million to 

build "Summit" for Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

11-14-14 Oh, working with IBM to develop future chip 

offerings for high-end "InventSomething" customers... $325 

million to build "Summit" for Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory. 

11-14-14 Oh, IBM to develop futuristic CPU's for high-end 

enterprise customers - not the Apple MacBook Air + Pro. $325 

million to build "Summit" for Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory. 

11-14-14 OK, use "Summit" to design and write the iApps for 

the MacBook Air Ride School Bus! And the "Cubical" lunch 

rooms for High School, yes Apple will finally waterproof the 

MacBook Air + Pro keyboards! 

11-11-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want a Rx 

Godsent Cure while the Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 

Trillion in oil revenues! Mormon Top Brass like the Pope took 

$10 Billion in BP Oil Bribes! 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Is it safe to 

microwave food in plastic? Scientists have the Microwave II 

invention project on their MacBook Pro, you too can work to 

invent the next generation of Microwave's feature One is an 

iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. 

The U.S. Department of Energy said on Friday it is spending 

$425 million to research extreme-scale computing and build 

two super-computers, which would be the world's fastest, for 

research into basic science as well as nuclear weapons. The 

DOE is awarding $325 million to build "Summit" for Oak 

Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee and "Sierra" at the 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California. An 

additional $100 million will go to research into "extreme 

scale Supercomputing" technology as part of a program 

called FastForward2, the DOE said in a news release. 
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The supercomputers, made with components from IBM, 

Nvidia and Mellanox, will run five to seven times faster than 

the United States' current fastest computers. Summit and 

Sierra will operate at 150 petaflops and 100 petaflops, 

respectively, compared to the world's current top super-

computer, the Tianhe-2 in China, which performs at 55 

petaflops, Nvidia said in a separate news release. IBM built 

the first supercomputer to reach 1 petaflop, a precise measure 

of how fast computers calculate, in 2008, also for the 

Department of Energy. 

Researchers worldwide will be able to apply for time to use 

the Summit computer. The National Nuclear Security 

Administration will use Sierra "to ensure the safety, security 

and effectiveness of the nation’s nuclear deterrent without 

testing," Nvidia said. Santa Clara, California-based Nvidia 

is best-known for its high-end personal-computer graphics 

chips favored by gamers. In recent years it has developed 

more advanced versions of those chips suitable for parallel 

processing on supercomputers and in data centers. It has 

also been working with IBM to develop future chip offerings 

for high-end enterprise customers. 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... accurate diagnosis of dangers of the Sports 

Bar, 8 Huge Big Screen TV's. Nothing on to get a invention 

conversation started. 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations iApps... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations, are their any in Jimmy 

Carters new book? “A Call to Action: Women, Religion, 

Violence and Power” 

President Jimmy Carter will be speaking at Battell Chapel on 

Tuesday, Dec. 2. 2014 

Greg will be at the Yale Med School getting "Body" work done 

that I put off since 1980, or should I say "Body" work put off 

by the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators. I was sick as hell last 4 
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by the 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators. I was sick as hell last 4 

days. Today I feel better and its a nice feeling not to be sick 

any more. Slept in my car 12 hours last night and the night 

before. Took 5K grams of Ester-C wow. Need Yale Laser 

Denture work as well, soon I hope as my upper dentures have 

as many broken off teeth as my real lower set of teeth do!! 

ASAP "1984 Observers". 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations ... Remember 19K sWF have 

been murdered by drunk men every year since Jimmy was 

president! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... Greg would invent a way 

to lower this to Zero women murdered by drunk men when 

I'm President or should I say 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator 

without Syphilis on the brain... grin! I know get them mad as 

Hell!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... Greg would invent a way 

to lower this to Zero women murdered by drunk men when 

I'm President or 1984 II Dictator!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... I would call a General 

Mobilization of the Pentagon... as they have never lost 19K 

men killed in one year and the 19K is low ball as Mary 

Kennedy has not been counted as Murdered by Robert 

Kennedy Jr. even though she was murdered!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations... I would call up 

Homeland Security - Put them in the living rooms of a 

million women who are on the edge of being murdered... OJ 

wives are first!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations ... Other books written by 

Carter include “White House Diary” and “Our Endangered 

Values: America’s Moral Crisis. 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... Change the lifestyle of a Billion People to 

Invention Conversations; right! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 
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11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... interfered with the "Start of Star Travels" War, 

Suppression of the 1980 ElectricWindmillCar invention. Laser 

Guided state of the Arts technology from 1980 to 2014 was 

lost to Shock + Awe War! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... being able to form distinct associative 

memories and act on them gets you one invention project 

after another. Serendipity 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, Rosalynn born in 1946. Greg was born in 1947 at 

Yale Med School Hospital in New Haven!! 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, Rosalynn knows what Gasoline Exhaust is. 

Rosalynn can name the poison chemicals in gasoline. 

Strange Quarks in Rosalynn's Judgement when she first 

learned about the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. I 

would like to know who informed her, Jimmy or Teddy 

Kennedy? 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now... Wives as your 

conscience, if they believe soul-mates are possible because of 

the size of the Universe 777 Trillion Galaxies and 1 near by 

star Proxima will burn its H for 4 trillion years then bet on 

God and Greg to pull off a successful Coup on $777 Trillion in 

BP Oil, looking back in British History Queen Elizabeth was 

the Mastermind to Princes Di murder over a Moslem MD. 

Today Jimmy + Rosalynn are the Masterminds of Holocaust 

II and they finally realize it. As all the Georgia Childrens 

Hospitals are full of kids with cancer and birth defects 

caused by the poison chemicals in gasoline. Cruise Ships 

Jimmy Carter takes the family on all the time coat the kids 

area with poison deiseal particles Jimmy + Rosalynn never 

though about until now. George kids who ride the MacBook 

Air Ride School Bush will be able to spell and pronounce all 

the Deiseal chemicals that land on the Cruise Ships. 
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the Deiseal chemicals that land on the Cruise Ships. 

11-13-14 Secretary and Vice President for Student Life 

Kimberly Goff-Crews and Yale Center for the Study of 

Globalization - President Jimmy Carter will be speaking at 

Battell Chapel on Tuesday, Dec. 2. 

11-13-14 Complimentary Conversations about Greg's POW 

status + MIA status far as having a conversation with a wife 

about 1,001 invention projects today in Key West. 

11-13-14 Oh, the new Starbucks is open with no "Window 

Service" stupid criminals well sort of. Lots of plugs for the 

notebooks and iPhone's but no wifi I had to stand on the 

corner outside on Duval and Fleming to get connected. So I 

came to Westin Mallory Dock and got on to Key West Wife. 

Hard to see the mouse in the shade. Majesty of the Sea is 

Docked here now! 

11-13-14 Honorable Jimmy Carter, 39th President of the 

United States, will visit Yale on Tuesday, December 2, 2014 

11-13-14 Though the exact content of the talk has yet to be 

announced, Carter is slated to discuss his newest book, “A 

Call to Action: Women, Religion, Violence and Power,” 2002 

Nobel Peace Prize. Other books written by Carter include 

“White House Diary” and “Our Endangered Values: 

America’s Moral Crisis.” 

11-13-14 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 

11-13-14 Invention Conversations right now are far as the 

Nearby Stars... 
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Nearby Stars... 

11-12-14 Change of life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels 

in Medicine every Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" "Did MF-bombs ruin The Concert for 

Valor?" "Happy Motherf---ing Veterans Day!" shouted Eminem 

into the microphone at Tuesday's Concert for Valor. Whoa. 

The rapper was the closing act... 

11-12-14 "Rape + War Crimes" by Black Rappers are a gov. 

perk for $777 Trillion in BP Oil $$$ Closing act on OJ Clones, 

Cosby Clones, Black Man in the Cubic next to yours at the 

Pentagon or GE or NY Times... MF is all they know in want to 

say to start a conversation. Rappers will be Sucker Punched 

with a change of life style the iPhone007 will have a iapp for 

their Arrest Video with audio! 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of degrees since the 

1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar because this 

suppression is the cause of the worst Holocaust in History, 

Poison Gasoline Exhaust Genocide by Yale Alumni profiting 

of $1 Trillion not $1 Billion... Hillary could have $15 

Trillion in a Swiss Bank! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" via $777 Trillion in oil money. The 

Possibility of a New French Revolution to go with the 

Possibility of a New Manhattan Project for the Rx Cure of 

Breast Cancer. 

11-11-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want a Rx 

Godsent Cure while the Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 

Trillion in oil revenues! Mormon Top Brass like the Pope took 

$10 Billion in BP Oil Bribes! 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 
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get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Is it safe to 

microwave food in plastic? Scientists have the Microwave II 

invention project on their MacBook Pro, you too can work to 

invent the next generation of Microwave's feature One is an 

iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" by Schmidheiny - asbestos-related 

deaths of over 2,000 people in Italy 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" by China "Poison Gasoline Exhaust 

deaths of over 2K a "Day"!! 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of Schmidheiny 

degree!! 

11-12-14 "War Crimes" by Light Photons in Physics and the 

way "H" is burned by Proxima Shine light on the legacy Bush, 

+ father will leave behind. Yale Alumni are "Stupid 

Criminals" they of all people know Yale History Department 

has all the "Top Secret" files which are public today on 

everyone, including Henry the VIII. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Hydrogen fuel at Proxima Centauri's core through 

convection lets it shine for 4 Trillion more years... I tell all 

the Key West tourists this is my 1 Trillionth Sun Set and it gets 

them thinking about the Possibility of the after life! 

11-12-14 Proxima Centauri's mass is about an eighth of the 

Sun's, and its average density is about 40 times that of the 

Sun.The mixing of the fuel at Proxima Centauri's core 

through convection and the star's relatively low energy-

production rate suggest that it will be a main-sequence star 

for another four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the 
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for another four trillion years,[18] or nearly 300 times the 

current age of the universe.[19] 

11-12-14 By The Yale Daily News Yesterday, George W. Bush 

’68 published “41: A Portrait of My Father,” providing an 

intimate peek into the life of fellow former president and 

Yalie George H.W. Bush ’48. In an event promoting the 

biography, the younger Bush opened up about his 

relationship with 41, hoping to shed light on the legacy his 

father will leave behind. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Change of 

life styles + the possibility of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine every 

Year! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Bush on 

his death bed in his hippocampus a Hollywood Movie of his 

life in seconds. Both Bush men abused their Prostitutes in 

New Haven going to Yale as Elite Ivy League Men. iPhone007 

+ will be able to record the next generation of Yale + 

Harvard men abusing Prostitutes. This started the Bush Men 

on a life of sex for money, SWF for Saudi Sex Slaves. Which I 

bet are on someone's SSD in Mecca! CIA might have a few 

Saudi Sex Slave YouTube videos too. 

11-12-14 Eight individuals, including Schmidheiny, 

received honorary degrees in 1996, including the 

distinguished neurosurgeon Benjamin Carson ’73, 

songwriter Paul Simon and jurist Richard Posner ’59. 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! Yale 

awarded Swiss billionaire Stephan Schmidheiny an 

honorary degree, dozens of alumni are calling for the 

University to rescind its highest honor. A Swiss industrial 

magnate whose fortune has been measured at around $3.3 

billion by Forbes, Schmidheiny was the former owner of the 

construction firm Eternit. In February 2012, he was 

convicted and sentenced to 18 years of jail for negligence 
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convicted and sentenced to 18 years of jail for negligence 

that led to the asbestos-related deaths of over 2,000 people in 

Italy. 

11-12-14 Yale Alumni call for revoking of Schmidheiny 

degree!! 

11-12-14 Death and the possibility of the afterlife! 

11-12-14 

11-11-14 Wives of Veterans want "Breast Cancer Rx Cure Day" 

to replace "Veterans Day" and to bury 40K women who will 

die from BC in 2014 at Arlington National Cemetery! 1984 II 

women, many of them want Greg to start Brainstorming a 

Cure but 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators will not Pardon Greg. 

Kerry, McCain, Bush, Hillary... would rather let 40K women 

die from BC in 2014. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will arrest them 

for "War Crimes". 

11-11-14 Beijing Wang Rongrong is married, but each year 

she eagerly looks forward to China's “Singles Day.” not 

"InventSomething Day" from the Top Brass in Beijing selling 

poison gasoline exhaust to her. 

11-11-14 Wives of Veterans Today with Breast Cancer want a 

Godsent Rx Cure not $777 Trillion more in Oil $$$ 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K every year since 1980...This is more Than Vets killed in 

all Wars! 

11-11-14 VA, VFW, + BP Oil are planing WW III. VA, VFW for 

more vets, BP oil for more $777 Trillions in Oil 

11-11-14 Iraq War Veterans Sue Pentagon for giving Mecca + 

Allah $777 Trillion in $4 gas and giving the Vets "Poison 

Gasoline Exhaust" in all major cities world wide. Saint Jude 

Childrens Hospital for Cancer! 

11-11-14 Iraq War Veterans Sue Major Banks For Allegedly 

Processing Payments Used In ... Huffington Post Veterans say 

big European banks processed Iranian payments used in 

roadside bombings in shootings. Same Swiss Banks Hitler 
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roadside bombings in shootings. Same Swiss Banks Hitler 

used Jews put their $77 Trillion in BP Oil Kickbacks for 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 Nobels in 

Medicine a Year and a 155 Story Yale Paris Med School on a 

Eiffel Tower Base. 

11-11-14 "War on Cancer" Pentagon + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

started another war in Syria instead of the "New Manhattan 

Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer" $1 Trillion from the 

$777 Trillion "War Chest" the Pentagon has from $4 gas. 

11-11-14 Axberg succumbed to pancreatic cancer -- a battle 

that not only ravaged his body, but also consumed his and 

his wife's finances. Today, Mary Axberg is facing foreclosure. 

11-11-14 Mormon Wives today with Breast Cancer want a Rx 

Godsent Cure while the Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 

Trillion in oil revenues! Mormon Top Brass like the Pope took 

$10 Billion in BP Oil Bribes! 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Is it safe to 

microwave food in plastic? Scientists have the Microwave II 

invention project on their MacBook Pro, you too can work to 

invent the next generation of Microwave's feature One is an 

iApp on your iPhone6 Plus. 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are 

also preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. 

heyday Intel would never do on its own! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the 

MacBook Air + Pro. 
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11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 It’s Official: Mormon Founder Had Up to 40 Wives; 

Front Page NY Times on Veterans Day... 

11-11-14 Mormon's got a $1 Trillion kickback - bribe for 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era of 1,001 Nobels in 

Medicine a year with Legal Polygamous wives who 

brainstorm 24/7 90% of all conversations in this Polygamous 

Marriage is about Inventions + Discoveries. Mormon Wives 

today with Breast Cancer want a Rx Godsent Cure while the 

Top Brass at the Mormon's want $777 Trillion in oil 

revenues! 

11-11-14 Online issue of "Cancer Discovery"... pre-loaded in 

MacBook Air + pro with links to get you started inventing 

something to cure cancer + disease! ASAP 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators! 

Polygamous wives who brainstorm 24/7 90% of all 

conversations...Rx Cures! Brainstorm this paragraph below 

for Breast Cancers Rx Cure... In an online issue of Cancer 

Discovery, the scientists described the molecular steps 

necessary for acinar cells in the pancreas—the cells that 

release digestive enzymes—to become precancerous lesions. 

Some of these lesions can then morph into cancer. 

"Pancreatic cancer develops from these lesions, so if we 

understand how these lesions come about, we may be able to 

stop the cancer 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Madonna CD. 
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11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale... he gave Saudi Arabia 

+ Mecca the Godsend for Vets! The suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! $777 Trillion in oil $$$ 

11-11-14 Veterans Day LEAKS the biggest SCAM on Vets... 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale... he gave Saudi Arabia 

+ Mecca the Godsend for Vets! The suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! $777 Trillion in oil $$ 

11-11-14 Veterans Day LEAKS the biggest SCAM on Vets... last 

50 years this oil man had the "Rich + Famous" lifestyle by 

Scamming Veterans every day every Veterans Day from the 

1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort to Today 

Suppress + SCAM for $777 Trillion more in oil revenues. Least 

the ex-wife got $995 Billion. If you had $777 Trillion 

wouldn't you pay a bribe or kickback of $1 Billion, $1 

Trillion, of course you would!! 

11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale... 
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11-11-14 Oklahoma billionaire Harold Hamm was ordered 

to pay $972 million of a $16.1 billion oil industry fortune to 

his wife, while keeping the bulk of his 68 percent stake in 

Continental Resources 

11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale... he gave Saudi Arabia 

+ Mecca the Godsend for Vets! The suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! $777 Trillion in oil $$ 

11-11-14 Wall Street Journal, Oklahoma oil man's billion-

dollar divorce one of the largest ever. During his nearly 50 

years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm has done 

everything on a huge scale. The chief executive and majority 

shareholder of Continental Resources, he owns the largest 

piece of the greatest oil discovery of our age, in the 

11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 50 years as an Oklahoma oilman, Harold Hamm 

has done everything on a huge scale... he gave Saudi Arabia 

+ Mecca the Godsend for Vets! The suppression of the 
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+ Mecca the Godsend for Vets! The suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! $777 Trillion in oil $$ 

11-11-14 Mormon leaders have acknowledged for the first 

time that the church’s founder and prophet, Joseph Smith, 

portrayed in church materials as a loyal partner to his 

loving spouse Emma, took as many as 40 wives, some already 

married and one only 14 years old. 

11-11-14 The church’s disclosures, in a series of essays online, 

are part of an effort to be transparent about its history at a 

time when church members are increasingly encountering 

disturbing claims about the faith on the Internet. 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 Ford's ElectricwindmillEscort is almost ready for 

prime time... 

11-11-14 Ford's aluminum F-150 almost ready for prime 

time... 

11-11-14 More Wives of Veterans died from Breast Cancer... 

40K 

11-11-14 

11-11-14 iPhone6 Plus + recording the rapes by "OJ" "Bill 

Cosby" (clones) Memes Backfire After Internet Focuses on 

Rape Allegations with YouTube Videos at the CIA. 

11-11-14 

11-11-14 

11-11-14 
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11-11-14 

11-10-14 Group of high school teenagers in the lunch room 

cause one riot after another... Cubicle Cure! 

11-10-14 Cubicle... Men, Women & Children instantly I 

remembered my "Lunch Room" mad house of each table of 

students. I though wow lets get the cubicle going as this is 

the Fortune 500 normal "Work Station" for business that 

makes $ Billions off the women in the Cubic. So "Elementary 

School's New Cubic" winner! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Fifty years after the passage of Medicare 

and Medicaid, and four years after the passage of the 

landmark Affordable Care Act, the Yale Law School hosted a 

conference to examine the current state of health law in the 

United States. 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... organs sold to Saudia Kings + Princes. 

While Americans even Vietnam Vets waiting for a Kidney 

died. No Comment from Yale Law, Saudi SWF sex slaves! This 

1984 II Society is light years from Star Travels by Yale 

grads... grin! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Yale Law... STD's when you get a cell 

call on your iPhone 007 + a pop up of STD's + Arrest for the 

caller. Yale Law knows this is the future of the iPhone, yet 

nothing in the front page write up of Yale Law today! 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl 

Scout working on a Merit Badge should be the Innocent 

opening scene! Next scene "Mary" screams No at this Front 

Page News Key West Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung 

Cancer, STD's, Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! 

And works every day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page 

News Key West Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found 

out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, 
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out someone gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, 

hear Farrah Screaming... 

11-10-14 YALE LAW... Yale Law... STD's when you get a cell 

call on your iPhone 007 + a pop up of STD's + Arrest for the 

caller. Yale Law knows this is the future of the iPhone, yet 

nothing in the front page write up of Yale Law today! 

11-10-14 Cubicle... "Men, Women & Children" in Royal Palm 

Beach on the front page of the NY Times today about Florida 

parents + teachers wanting to test out of the Fed's Student 

Testing. If Royal Palm Beach kids were all 100% in the 

"Gifted" class there would not be a story in the NY Times. 1984 

II People catch on quickly. Cubicle's will start in 1st grade, 

HS for Sure! With the MacBook Air Ride School Bus dissecting 

MD's memory in millions of MRI's so all can have the memory 

of a MD. Especially Greg, grin!! 

11-10-14 Men, Women & Children follows the story of a group 

of high school teenagers and their parents as they attempt to 

navigate the many ways the internet has changed their 

relationships, their communication, their self-image and 

their love lives. The film takes on social issues such as video 

game culture, anorexia, infidelity, fame hunting and the 

proliferation of illicit material on the internet. As each 

character and each relationship is tested, we are shown the 

variety of roads people choose—some tragic, some hopeful—as 

it becomes clear that no one is immune to this enormous 

social change that has come through our phones, our tablets 

and our computers. 

11-10-14 Group of high school teenagers in the lunch room 

cause one riot after another... Cubicle Cure! 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 1,001 Invention Projects pre-

loaded on win 8.2 fix with links to get you started inventing! 

Each Year we lose the Rx Cure for Breast Cancer. Each Year 

1984 II Numb Nuts kill millions world wide! 

11-10-14 "Suicide bomber kills dozens at school assembly in 

Nigeria" Reuters war over French Oil $$$$$ 
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Nigeria" Reuters war over French Oil $$$$$ 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 400 doctors to suicide... West 

Point Cadets get $ 1 Trillion via Oil $$$. Medical Students 

will get a higher Salary than West Point Cadets with the 4 

MD Wives Coup D'Etat ElectricWindmillCar$ 

11-10-14 Ground Zero NYC would never have happened if the 

Vietnam Vets in City Hall NYC didn't get $1 Trillion in kick 

backs from BP Oil's $777 Trillion to keep the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort off the assembly lines, Made in 

the USA... 

11-10-14 Why did you go to medical school? Seriously. Why 

spend your 20s studying while all your friends are at parties? 

11-10-14 Why Build the Yale Key West medical school? 

11-10-14 Seriously Washington Post + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators are the cause of smoggy air in Beijing! 

11-10-14 China has made a gargantuan effort to clear 

Beijing's smoggy air for an important regional summit this 

week, closing hundreds of factories and forcing cars off the 

road, but its efforts have only been partially successful. 

Washington Post 

11-10-14 Seriously Washington Post + 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators are the cause of smoggy air in Beijing! 

11-10-14 Journalists at the Washington Post + 1984 II Numb 

Nuts Dictators are all Baby Killers even if you forget 100 kids 

who died in hot cars - They did the worst Scam ever on 

China's Car buying of gasoline cars! 

11-10-14 Seriously. 

11-10-14 each year we lose over 400 doctors to suicide -

Million days spent in a Hospital via car crashes each year, 

China does not close the factories and clear the roads 

because their car wrecks are not reported. Laser Guided cars 

in China, when will they make "contact!" 
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in China, when will they make "contact!" 

11-10-14 Seriously, 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers from the Vietnam War today Vets Day tossing gasoline 

Napalm Bombs at SUV's driving down the road in LA, Paris, 

Rome, London, Moscow. Zero ground Zero NYC would never 

have happened. 400 doctors would have joined NASA for 

Alien Medicine 101, grin. Star Travels Priceless unless you 

have $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues or you are Bill + Melinda 

Gates who refused the win 8.2 fix that would have had these 

400 doctors to suicide brainstorming conversations 24/7 on 

1,001 invention projects. 

Perform a psychological autopsy - then write the iApp for a 

Cure!

11-10-14 Seriously. 

11-10-14 Why did you go to medical school? Seriously. Why 

spend your 20s studying while all your friends are at parties? 

11-10-14 Each year we lose over 1,001 Invention Projects pre-

loaded on win 8.2 fix with links to get you started inventing! 

11-10-14 each year we lose over 40000000 to Poison Gasoline 

Exhaust Atoms in the air then in your blood. 

11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers from the Vietnam War today Vets Day tossing gasoline 

Napalm Bombs at SUV's driving down the road... Unable to 

clean air completely for APEC, China resorts to blocking 

data. China has made a gargantuan effort to clear Beijing's 

smoggy air for an important regional summit this week, 

closing hundreds of factories and forcing cars off the road, 

but its efforts have only been partially successful. Washington 

Post 

11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers - Did the worst Scam ever on China's Car buying of 

gasoline cars! 
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11-10-14 Seriously 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators all Baby 

Killers 

MacBook Air School Bus ride with the next generation who 

get 1,001 Nobel's a Year in Medicine. Start to Star Travels 52 

Pick up is 52 Nearest Stars Memorized!! Madonna CD. 

11-10-14 Seriously, Yale's "Panhellenic council to consider 

fourth sorority" By Stephanie Addenbrooke 

11-10-14 Seriously, Yale's "Panhellenic council to consider 

Hell" 

11-10-14 Seriously, Proxima @ 4 lt. yrs. will shine burn H for 

the next 4 trillion years, 600 times longer than the age of the 

Universe today. So we must consider soul-mates Heaven + 

Hell. Mary B. + Greg rule out 72 Virgins... grin. $72 Trillion 

Godsend Mecca and Allah got was a Pentagon Top Brass war 

time error! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus to all the 

52 Nearest Stars + Nobel Winners Fast Boat Race on the 

World Wide Web of Mind Bending Miracles - Serendipity - is 

no accident... No head on collisions in cars via laser guided 

Navy Jets! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" Astronomy, 

Satellite imagery TV Satellites, Stars light and hopefully how 

the near star Proxima burns for 4 trillion years all this... 

Hell she says I can't even tell you how Advil knows whether 

it's my head or my back... kids will know this in 2 nd grade 

via WWW. 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus and 

everything Mandy Miles reads that hurts her brain will be 

conversations of kids on the MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

in Key West. wow! 90% of conversations will be on Invention 

Projects so we, they can get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! 

11-9-14 "Recreating Adam, From Hundreds of Fragments, 
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11-9-14 "Recreating Adam, From Hundreds of Fragments, 

After the Fall" NY Times. DNA's up quarks + strange quarks 

MRI's! 

11-9-14 Recreating Adam + Eve From Hundreds of Trillions 

DNA MRI Fragments, After they Fall... Best Nuclear Bomb 

Building Super Computer at Los Alamos! Readout... what do 

I have Doc...? Many calculations indicate that the particle 

discovered last year in the CERN particle accelerator in 

Switzerland was indeed the famous Higgs particle. 

11-9-14 Physicists agree that the CERN experiments did find 

a new particle that had never been seen before, but 

according to an international research team, there is no 

conclusive evidence that the particle was indeed the Higgs 

particle. 

11-9-14 CERN's $25 trillion dollar particle smasher we need 

one for DNA to see the Quarks of Adam + Eve! 

11-9-14 If techni-quarks exist, there must be a force to bind 

them together so that they can form particles. None of the 

four known forces of nature (gravity, the electromagnetic 

force, the weak nuclear force and the strong nuclear force) 

are any good at binding techni-quarks together. There must 

therefore be a yet undiscovered force of nature. This force is 

called the technicolor force, researchers said. 

11-9-14 "Mans Internet Creation Made Me Think of other 

concepts" thanks Mandy this made greg think about doing a 

MRI + getting some x-rays of Adam + Eve's DNA from Los 

Alamos Computers... Man Made Killers at Los Alamos, yes 

Soeul will be Nuked sooner or Later you don't need to be a 

NASA Rocket Scientists to figure this out. Well Mind-bending 

Miracles from the WWW Deserve the next generation of 

Watson - Think about it we can query into Google and 

instantly know if the next generation of MRI's can scan 

Adam + Eve's DNA in a Los Alamos Super Computer down to 

parts of the atom, some brain MRI are crunching... if you are 

Cheney or a oil man. grin! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" Astronomy, 
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11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" Astronomy, 

Satellite imagery TV Satellites, Stars light and hopefully how 

the near star Proxima burns for 4 trillion years all this... 

Hell she says I can't even tell you how Advil knows whether 

it's my head or my back... 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles the next generation of Mandy Miles will 

be the 1st to get the MacBook Air Ride School Bus and 

everything Mandy Miles reads that hurts her brain will be 

conversations of kids on the MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

in Key West. wow! 90% of conversations will be on Invention 

Projects so we, they can get 1,001 Nobel's in Medicine a year! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles @ the Key West paper Today... "Mind-

Bending Miracles" "Smaller Minds to benefit from this web 

page and the Citizen ha... thanks Mandy Miles this made me 

think of the quarks that make up the DNA and MRI might, or 

will some day scan for up quarks, strange quarks in the DNA 

of Creation!!! 

11-9-14 I don't buy the Key West Citizen or the NY Times, so 

someone left a free copy at Starbucks. This is the Only 

Starbucks that checks the tables every few mins for a 

newspaper to trash so you have to buy one. Other Side of the 

Universe, Starbucks in Boulder Colorado on the Pearl Street 

Mall recycles them for you to read over and over and all 

week... wow! 

11-9-14 Well Vietnam Vets on the front page next to Mandy 

Miles - Sucker Punching breast cancer women in Key West 

who never make the Front page or get $500K from the City for 

a Vietnam Vets Memorial. Baby Killers in Vietnam and I'm 

starting to believe Kerry killed his Vietnam Prostitute after 

great sex... he could not help it! Did Kerry Build a $10 

Million dollar Memorial in Boston for Breast Cancer Women 

or Vietnam Vets, you answer this! Vietnam Vets Kerry spits on 

Breast Cancer Women's Memorials or Manhattan Projects for 

the Cure of Breast Cancer. Same today with the Vietnam 

Memorial sucker punching and Spitting - the Vietnam Vets 

put this on the front page too. Spit at the Vietnam Vets will be 

women in Key West with Stage 4 Breast Cancer... "Cancer 
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women in Key West with Stage 4 Breast Cancer... "Cancer 

War" 

11-9-14 Today and it was back then to but ignored because 

Mandy Miles said World Wide Web of "Mind-bending" 

Miracles. Rx Cure for Breast Cancer... 

11-9-14 ...and of course Anus Cancer Farrah got from some 

Vietnam Vet who didn't tell her he had HPV, HIV, Syphilis 

like the top brass. 

11-9-14 I Phone 007 when a Vietnam Vet calls you a pop up 

of all the STD's caught in Vietnam and brought home and 

Vet didn't tell the women and 100's of women got STD's from 

Vietnam Vets coming home, not in the paper today next to 

Mandy. 

11-9-14 Today Vets come home and kill the wife. Notices how 

this story is not on the front page of the NY Times! It's 

suppressed by the Pentagon Top Brass... who the Hell wants to 

read on Veterans Day a Vet just killed his wife + kids or a Vet 

just gave 10 women STD's without telling them? Only Greg + 4 

MD Wives! 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" STD's pop up 

when you get a call on your iPhone 007 Plus + 

11-9-14 Mandy Miles "Mind-bending Miracles" "Kerry calls 

you pop ups of murdered Prostitutes after great sex in 

Vietnam, when you get a call on your iPhone 007 Plus + 

11-9-14 I Phone 007 when a Vietnam Vet calls you a pop up 

of all the STD's caught in Vietnam + given to you! 

11-9-14 DNA was first isolated in the mid 1800s, but its true 

significance was not discovered until much later. As the 

field of molecular biology developed, science slowly 

discovered the incredible importance of DNA — DNA carries 

all our genetic information across the generations. It took 

decades to figure out what DNA looks like, but when even 

when Watson, Crick, and Franklin posited the double-helix, 
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when Watson, Crick, and Franklin posited the double-helix, 

it was an indirect observation. We have never been able to 

actually see DNA until now. 

The 1953 breakthrough describing the double-helix was 

confirmed using x-ray crystallography. This is a process in 

which a molecule is bombarded with x-rays which bounce off 

the atoms. By observing the patterns of the reflected x-rays, 

scientists can calculate the location of atoms in the 

molecule. The new research from Enzo di Fabrizio at the 

University of Genoa is different because to visualizes DNA 

directly with an electron microscope. 

The team created a water repellent surface that caused 

liquid in samples to dry out very quickly and deposit 

suspended strands of DNA. The surface is made up of tiny 

micro pillars that catch the DNA, holding it up where images 

can be taken. The results are pretty amazing — you can 

actually see the repeating spiral pattern of DNA. 

This first round of images cannot capture individual 

double-helices. The electron microscope needs to output so 

much energy to take the pictures, that it blows single strands 

apart. What you’re seeing here are so-called “DNA cords”, 

bundles of six single strands wrapped around a central one. 

The hope is that a more sensitive detector capable of 

capturing images at lower electron energies will allow the 

researchers to see single strands of DNA. The work could 

eventually allow scientists to closely study the way proteins 

and chemical agents interact with your DNA. via New 

Scientist 

11-8-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 other discoveries! 

MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with 

Treadmill Desk Designed one's! 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 
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Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H". And they will burn in Hell Jimmy 

Carter + Habitat for Humanity's Poison Gas Exhaust coming 

into our windows! And no win 8.2 fix so we have to work like 

Hell 24/7 to show the world's 1984 II Top Brass we can do it, 

get 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year! In a legal polygamous 

Marriage to MD women! 

PC Makers Hope Windows 10 Can Help Sales Grow Again... 

False Hope in a False God... Bill + Melinda Gates, come on 

they bought their 2 nd home in Mecca for only 2 Billion, 

other palaces on the same street go for $5 Billion! You can 

listen in on their value of us working class inventors on their 

Dash Cam. Wish! 1,001 apps and Invention Projects are not a 

Godsend from Bill + Melinda Gates. Hell you will never boot 

to the desktop in windows 100 let alone 10. Record this 

internet session so you can share it with other inventors as a 

YouTube Video, not from Bill + Melinda Gates! 

11-8-14 Apple replaces Windows, lets you boot to the desktop 

and pre-loads 1,001 Invention Projects! thank God for time + 

gravity to dissect. Next generation of school kids will ride in 

the MacBook Air Ride School Buses! Yes they are laser 

guided! Gasoline School bus buyers spit at you for "Laser 

guided" hell we build the Yellow School Buses like a Tank! 

Why do we need laser guided MacBook Air Ride School Buses 

with 55" K5 monitors? They fail again. 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! Now for interstellar Travels. 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! Now for interstellar Travels. 

11-8-14 god's Gift to Mankind is "Women" who can have a 

vision of "God" when she has the gray matter of your brain 

between their index finger and thumb... electrical storm of 
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between their index finger and thumb... electrical storm of 

neurons H-Bomb and H in a near star that will burn for the 

next 4 trillion years. Jimmy Carter will still be in Hell's 

Burning Habitat we hope as he was the Master Mind of 

giving Mecca $777 Trillion in $4 gas with dirty exhaust for 

the Holocaust II. 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

5 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 C 

10 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 

C 

15 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 

C 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! Heavy Lift 

Helicopter Combines for all the nuts + fruits in the Amazon 

and Rice in China! All run on a can of liquid Hydrogen 

keeping hot cold and cold warm for the farm workers. North 

Sea Heavy Lift Helicopters will not be covered in ice a foot 

thick and no one will be out in the elements pulling up 

lobster pods! 

11-8-14 Disney is in port Key West, life saver passenger gave 

me a seat at her Starbucks table, the only table in Starbucks 

with a electric plug. Which has been off for the last month. 

Just got back from Shell my Battery was dead at 6 am so got 

a jump start and the idle engine does charge the battery, 

but even in 2014 cars if you leave the lights on it will run 

down the battery. iApp for iPhone 6 Plus turn off the cars 

lights - are they off? So drove my 1999 Ford Escort to Shell 

started knocking the rod in the engine got $27 in gas free 

from the CVS gas cards. Drove back to Old Town and cutting 

out on Seminary then died right at a parking spot. So going 

to sleep in the car on Seminary Tonight its suppose to rain 

like Hell for 24 hours on Sunday... wow! 
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11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans! 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 

11-8-14 Star Players ignite the Black Hole, "Let there be 

Light" Hydrogen "H" 

11-8-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 other discoveries! 

MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with 

Treadmill Desk Designed one's! 

11-8-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

No Picture with story will look but Google suppresses Cop Cars 

on Fire pictures so well see if power boats on fire have any 

Google picture... 1984 II is Hell. A $750,000, 50-foot turbine, 

jet-engine powerboat capable of producing more than 3,000 

horsepower burnt to the waterline. WOW 

A $750,000, 50-foot turbine, jet-engine powerboat capable of 

producing more than 3,000 horsepower burnt to the 

waterline Thursday afternoon after bursting into flames 

gulfside off Lower Matecumbe Key, officials said. Six people 

on board -- including the boat's owner and operator, 

Statement Marine owner Todd Werner of St. Petersburg --

were rescued with no injuries by a passing good Samaritan, 

said Florida Powerboat Club president Stu Jones and a Coast 

Guard spokesman. The boat was en route to the 

Southernmost City as part of the annual Key West Powerboat 

Poker Run to coincide with the 34th annual Key West World 
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Poker Run to coincide with the 34th annual Key West World 

Championship Races, Jones said. Statement Marine was one 

of the Poker Run's sponsor boats, he added. The boat was still 

on fire as of 4:15 p.m. The blaze was described as too intense 

to extinguish, said Coast Guard spokesman Lt. Peter 

Bermont. Heavy black smoke and dark orange flames were 

being reported seen from multiple witnesses, officials said. 

"The Key Largo Fire Rescue arrived on scene just now," 

Bermont said at 4 p.m. "The FWC (Florida Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Commission) is setting up a safety perimeter 

around the vessel as it is burning very intensely." The boat 

runs on diesel. It was unclear how many gallons of fuel were 

burning, but officials said they expected it to be several 

hundred gallons. "It burnt to a crisp," Jones said. How the 

fire started was unclear Thursday, but Jones described 

turbine powerboats as high-end performance boats that 

require a great deal of skill on behalf of the operator. They 

also produce a high amount of horsepower given their 

weight. In short, they take a pounding, especially in choppy 

water, he said. "They break a lot," Jones said. Many turbine 

boats use remanufactured helicopter jet engines, he added. 

"It was probably something with the engines," Jones said. 

"Turbines are extremely hot engines." 

11-8-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 other discoveries! 

MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with 

Treadmill Desk Designed one's! 

11-7-14 At $864,319, the average pay package given by the 

University to 10 of Yale’s top administrators... 

11-7-14 Yale Cross Campus was busy today, I copied this 

article below, it reads like the Post Office pay package. I 

think they do get more... no grin. Cadets at West Point are 

getting more than Yale Top Brass as the Cadets at West Point 

know the ElectricWindmillFord Escort Suppression is a War 

Crime and Holocaust II killing Billions! 

11-7-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 
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11-7-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 2 more front + rear cams built 

into the 55" License Plates with audio so you can record the 

Road Rage Drivers, sound activated recording! Falling 

asleep at the wheel will finally get a wake up invention, and 

no drunk drivers! Zero!! 

11-7-14 Supreme Court agreed Friday to consider a major 

new challenge... to our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators with 

syphilis on the brain. Supreme Court agreed Friday to 

consider a major new challenge... to $777 Trillion more in 

Oil Revenues via suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort 

+ the 1 Trillion Euphoric discoveries + inventions this will 

give Humanity. Jimmy Carter's Habitat for Humanity is a 

War Crime they will rule. God will create a Hell of burning 

gasoline for Jimmy Carter's 1980 suppression of all this! 

11-7-14 Supreme Court in our 1984 II Society... THIS DAY IN 

YALE HISTORY 1969 A ruling issued by the Connecticut 

Attorney General dismisses the validity of non-municipal 

police departments, temporarily calling into question the 

role of the Yale Campus Police. 800 cops burned in fiery cop 

car wrecks will question Yale Top Brass after the Coup... Kerry, 

Bush, I bet they abused their Prostitutes as Yale Students! 

11-7-14 Yale Student who wrote this, Pedestrian accident 

raises traffic concerns... By Jiahui Hu. Knows the Navy gas 

station hold ups killed the 81 year old women as the Navy 

top brass got laser guided fighter jets not cars in New Haven 

around Yale Campus... Yet he writes this story as if there were 

NO Suppression of laser guided electricwindmillFord Escorts. 

Pedestrian accident raises traffic concerns... By Jiahui Hu, 

contributing reporter... A fatal motor vehicle-pedestrian 

accident last Thursday has sparked discussion over 

pedestrian safety in New Haven. Last Thursday, an 81-year-

old woman was killed crossing the intersection of Olive and 

Greene Streets in the Wooster Square neighborhood. The New 

Haven Independent reported on the incident, and 

commenters on the eventual article debated whether a lack 

of proper traffic safety regulations in the Wooster Square 

neighborhood influenced the accident. Commenters argued 

that there are inappropriate street designs, a lack of 

pedestrian protection initiatives and inadequate police 
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pedestrian protection initiatives and inadequate police 

enforcement in New Haven. Aaron Goode ’04, a member of 

the Wooster Square Community Management Team, said 

that while the investigation into the driver’s role is 

significant, he hopes the accident will also provoke 

discussion about pedestrian safety. 

11-7-14 Supreme Court, $777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues 

for BENGHAZI, Libya 

11-7-14 Supreme Court, BENGHAZI, Libya Nov 7 (Reuters) -

Libyan rebels who have seized oil ports in the past to press 

their demand for regional autonomy said on Friday they 

would declare independence in the east if the world 

recognized a rival parliament. 

11-7-14 Supreme Court, War Crimes by Homeland Security, of 

course the ElectricWindmillCar Supreme court will convict 

Homeland Security of failing to catch this killing before the 

4 were murdered. Merritt, 57, had been arrested on suspicion 

of killing Joseph and Summer McStay and their two young 

boys in 2010. Authorities on Friday announced that they 

have arrested Joseph McStay's business partner on suspicion 

of murder in the deaths of McStay and his family, whose 

remains were found in shallows graves last year on the edge 

of the desert in Victorville.. At a news conference hosted by 

the San Bernardino County district attorney and the 

Sheriff’s Department, authorities said Charles "Chase" 

Merritt, 57, had been arrested on suspicion of killing Joseph 

and Summer McStay and their two young boys in 2010. 

11-7-14 $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans @ -254 C. And you know 

1,001 Machines will be invented that can use Liquid H 

@ -254 C so to "YOU" reading Greg's web "inventsomething" 

that will use a can of H @ -254 C 

11-7-14 5 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans 

@ -254 C 

11-7-14 10 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans 

@ -254 C 
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@ -254 C 

11-7-14 15 billion people on Earth; $1 Trillion NASA "H" cans 

@ -254 C 

11-7-14 15 NASA's Real 'Interstellar' Mission to Save Earth 

and Find a Home Among 777 Trillion Galaxies. NASA Top 

Brass 1984 II guys let Bush Toss Gasoline Bombs at Cop Cars 

and SUV's... I think NASA top Brass got Syphilis in the Brain 

from someone who didn't have a iPhone007 that lets you 

know the callers "Diseases". 

11-7-14 'Nobels Dynamite, was discovered by Alfred by trial + 

error blowing up his lab. Today Los Alamos, Sandia Labs + 

Berkeley can discover "Dynamite Dirt" that will make Liquid 

Hydrogen invulnerable! 

11-7-14 15 billion people on Earth; GE thinks it will make $1 

Trillion dollars a week in Profits from Windmills that don't 

give anyone of the 15 billion people on Earth NASA Made 

Cans of H @ -254 C 

11-7-14 License Plates will be 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat iApps 

for driving down the road with a 55" monitor as your license 

plates requires some New England Journal of Medicine 

articles, Apple 5K 55" Monitor + as for States at require front 

+ rear license plates turn on the Google Ad Sales and get 

paid... 

11-7-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor; 10k 55" monitor; 15K 55" 

Monitors!!! 

11-7-14 Fast Track War on Breast Cancer when our 1984 II 

Numb Nuts Dictators "Pardon" Greg + make Polygamous 

Marriage Legal in Key West. Lucas Oil probably won the fast 

boat race in Key West just because they have the most 

money... grin! Great Race watching the several racing boats 

standing on my Pink Trike talking to a 1984 II couple about 

our Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station and Gravity's properties 

like lights Photons... as I'm certainly ready to Brainstorm 

talking to Mary B... all night for the next 4 Trillion Years! 
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talking to Mary B... all night for the next 4 Trillion Years! 

Much Better than "Free Lunch" at the Monroe Count Senior 

Center with no conversations about inventions... orders from 

the Local Monroe County toaster thieves, grin. Question 

watching the Lucas Oil Fast Boat was how many "Linemen" 

die a year, you will not get the answer from the NY Times 

until after the coup... Widows Revenge on GE and High Power 

Lines will be a War GE lost when NASA sobers up to stars that 

can burn H for 4 Trillion Years! "War on Breast Cancer + 

Cancer War" will be a "Declared War" Closing all Casinos 

and State Lotteries to free up 1 Trillion Man Hours will 

generate like "Gravity" seeing we don't know how Time + 

Gravity is generated but we know they are same can be said 

of freeing up 1 trillion hours spent gambling! 

11-7-14 "Wynn, MGM Finally Get Their Casino Licenses" 

Boston.com Mary hanged herself in the Kennedy Barn over 

gambling losses JFK would have got if there were no Casinos! 

This Wymm guy must be one of the 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators as the Elite at Harvard in Boston know 15 Billion 

People on Earth would die a horrible death if Wynn + MGM 

Casinos got a License to destroy Humanity via loss of 15 

Billion People working 24/7 with many wives on 1,001 Nobels 

in Medicine a Year! 

11-7-14 iPhone 007 will come up with an "Super Invention" 

in the iPhone007 that solves the problem of distracted 

drivers, texting or what ever reason they have been 

distracted. "Majority of Drivers Admit to Texting while 

Driving"Counsel & Heal Even though 98 percent of drivers 

stated that texting while driving is dangerous, 74 percent of 

them reported doing some kind of texting-related activity 

while being behind the wheel. 

11-7-14 Design + Trend posted a 3D Glass Free iPhone 007 

that was a Scam so you have to read all the pop up ads!! 

Yale... Enough alcohol to call it rape? By Nicole Ng and 

Vivian Wang 

On March 22, 2013, two Yale undergraduates had sexual 
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On March 22, 2013, two Yale undergraduates had sexual 

intercourse. The female student was intoxicated. The male 

student was not. Thirteen months later, on April 22, 2014, 

the female student filed a formal complaint with the 

University-Wide Committee on Sexual Misconduct, alleging 

that the sex had not been consensual. Throughout September 

and October, the UWC hired a fact-finder and held a 

hearing to determine whether the male student — the 

respondent — had violated the University’s sexual 

misconduct policies. In its final report dated Oct. 31, the 

UWC stated that the respondent had not violated University 

sexual misconduct policy. The panel recommended that the 

respondent and complainant have no direct or indirect 

contact for the remainder of their time at Yale. 

According to the timeline of UWC procedure, Yale College 

Dean Jonathan Holloway — the final decision maker in all 

cases where the complainant is an undergraduate — was 

supposed to announce his final decision by Tuesday. As of 

late Thursday evening, the complainant had not received 

the decision. Holloway declined to comment for this story on 

Thursday afternoon. Over the course of the investigation, 

dozens of pages of documents were compiled that detail both 

parties’ version of the events. These documents, which the 

complainant provided to the News, include interviews, 

emails and text conversations. They also comprise the fact-

finder’s report and the UWC’s final recommendation. The 

documents offer an inside look at UWC proceedings, which 

are normally confidential, and reveal what happens when a 

student files a formal complaint of sexual misconduct at 

Yale. They also highlight a process that has come under 

criticism as recently as this week for arbitrary decision-

making and inconsistent procedures. The UWC dates to April 

2011, when then-Provost Peter Salovey announced the body’s 

formation shortly after the Department of Education’s Office 

for Civil Rights announced an investigation into Yale’s 

compliance with Title IX, the federal gender equality law. 

The documents reviewed by the News paint a picture of a 

thorough process that, in this case, weighed an abundance 

of often ambiguous evidence, including messages perhaps 

fully understood only by the parties themselves. At certain 

points, however, the process did not abide by its own 
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points, however, the process did not abide by its own 

guidelines, the documents show. 

In her capacity as independent fact-finder for the case, 

supervisor at the Yale Child Study Center’s Trauma Section 

Miriam Berkman LAW ’82, who did not return request for 

comment, recorded the accounts of both the complainant 

and respondent, collected evidence and conducted 

interviews for a 43-page report. Among others, this 

document, dated Oct. 15, provides the basis for the narrative 

of this story. In an effort to protect the privacy of the students 

involved, the News has chosen to withhold the names of the 

complainant and the respondent, as well as details about 

the location of events. UWC Chair David Post and University 

Title IX Coordinator and Deputy Provost Stephanie Spangler 

did not return requests for comment. The News contacted the 

respondent by email to give him an opportunity to comment, 

but he did not reply. The University responded to a request by 

the News for comment with a written statement emailed by 

University Spokesman Tom Conroy. “The University is eager 

to advance open community discourse regarding its sexual 

misconduct procedures. That said, we will not provide 

details of specific cases, nor will we support the efforts of 

others to do so,” Conroy wrote. “We believe that members of 

our community will hesitate to bring forward their 

complaints or participate in the process if they fear that their 

cases may be publicized and that confidential documents 

may be made public.” Eden Ohayon ’14, who also filed a 

formal complaint with the UWC last May, said Yale’s sexual 

misconduct policies are superb on paper. However, she said, if 

the University does not abide by these policies in reality, 

complainants have the right to publicize their claims. 

Ohayon added that the UWC did not resolve her complaint 

according to its own timeline. A process that was supposed to 

take 60 days took four months, she said. “Yale can’t just hide 

behind this confidentiality clause that they make you enter 

into as a part of filing a formal complaint,” Ohayon said. 

THE NIGHT IN QUESTION: MARCH 22, 2013 The night of the 
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THE NIGHT IN QUESTION: MARCH 22, 2013 The night of the 

alleged assault, the female student was drinking and 

playing games with friends in her suite when she received a 

text message from the would-be respondent. According to the 

accounts of both students, they had been involved in a brief 

yet exclusive romantic relationship the previous fall. At the 

time of the incident, they were not engaged in an ongoing 

romantic relationship. They had agreed to end all sexual 

contact just days earlier, during spring break. By both 

students’ accounts, the male student still had strong feelings 

for the female student that were not reciprocated. At 7:18 

p.m., the male student texted the female student, and a 

conversation ensued. The male student said he was alone in 

his room working. At 8:57 p.m., the female student texted the 

male student that she was “tipsy” and had started playing 

drinking games. By this point, she had moved to the suite of 

some other students in her entryway, according to cell phone 

screenshots obtained by the fact-finder. 

The students continued to text as the female became 

increasingly intoxicated. At 9:45 p.m., she texted the male 

student explaining the drinking game she was playing, 

ending with, “I’m so hammered I can’t even…” According to 

the complainant’s account in the fact-finder’s report, the 

text conversation was “insignificant chitchat” until the male 

student said in response, “Make sure to keep texting me 

though, you’re clearly pretty trashed and I wanna make 

sure you’re okay : )” Since the two had previously hooked up 

while intoxicated, this message set off an internal alarm, 

according to the complainant’s account included in the 

fact-finder’s report. She said she felt the conversation was 

headed down a familiar path — one repeated throughout 

the spring — that would end in a sexual encounter she no 

longer wanted. Anticipating that she would become more 

intoxicated, the complainant said she sent the messages to 

protect herself against the possibility of that outcome. 

“Don’t let me try to seduce you though,” she texted him, 

followed by a second text: “Because that is a distinct 

possibility.” TEXT MESSAGES: MARCH 22, 2013 However, the 

respondent said he did not interpret those texts in the same 
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respondent said he did not interpret those texts in the same 

way. According to his account in the fact-finder’s report, the 

messages came as a surprise to him, in light of their 

agreement earlier in the month to simply remain friends. In 

her next text, the female student alleged, she continued to 

express that she did not want to have sex. “I mean … sex is 

awesome, and I might try to get it from you. But I shouldn’t. 

I don’t think,” she wrote. After the male student responded 

that he was interested, adding that sex would not be a “big 

deal,” the female student said she did not immediately 

respond for several minutes. This was another attempt to 

avoid a sexual encounter, she said in the fact-finder’s 

report. Still, according to the fact-finder, the male student 

interpreted the female student’s texts as “ambivalence,” not 

an explicit refusal of a sexual encounter. 

Several minutes after receiving no answer, the male student 

sent a second text saying his roommates were not present 

and his roommate’s bed was “looking rather comfy.” The 

female student responded, “None of my roommates are here 

and I’m too hammered to make it to [your dorm]. Is this a 

bad idea…” In a June 3 written response to the formal 

complaint that he had received notice of five days earlier, 

the male student said it seemed like the female student had 

changed her mind about just being friends. However, the 

fact-finder reported that he sensed “uncertainty” and 

“ambivalence” in the female student’s texts, and decided to 

have a face-to-face conversation to resolve the situation. He 

told the fact-finder that this conversation was the reason he 

went to her room — not necessarily to have sex. “Nope,” he 

responded to the female student’s previous text, “cause I’m 

gonna wear your favorite outfit : ) I’m on my way.” The 

complainant then responded, “Goto [sic] my room I’ll be 

there soon.” The male student said he interpreted her 

message as an invitation. Yet, the female student said the 

text did not indicate consent. Rather, she said she thought 

he would persist until she acquiesced. In a relationship she 

characterized as “highly emotional and volatile,” the male 

student would often respond to a refusal with “screaming, 

crying and other histrionics that she found overwhelming.” 

she said. According to her account in the fact-finder’s 

report, she was too intoxicated to have the cognitive or 
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report, she was too intoxicated to have the cognitive or 

emotional ability to find another solution and simply 

capitulated. When the female student returned to her suite, 

the male student was waiting for her. According to the male 

student’s written response, when the female student entered 

the room, “little more than ‘Hello’ was said before she 

grabbed [him], kissed [him] and [they] began to have sex.” 

He claimed they each undressed themselves. They had sex 

twice that night, he said, and once more in the morning. 

Each time, the respondent said, the complainant was “an 

enthusiastic participant.” The male student said that 

though he knew she had been drinking, he had no idea how 

much alcohol she had consumed and did not know she was 

significantly impaired. He said that after their second 

sexual encounter that night, the complainant said she was 

sober. According to the fact-finder’s report, the female 

student said she remembers nothing more than stumbling 

back to her room and having sexual intercourse once with 

the male student. The next morning, she said, she woke up 

feeling terrible that she had become so inebriated and had 

sex despite not wanting to. She said she immediately blamed 

herself, lying in bed silently crying with her back turned to 

the male student. When he initiated sex that morning, the 

female student said she did not resist because she felt refusal 

would be too emotionally exhausting. When she reread her 

texts that morning, she said she did not remember sending 

most of them. She could not recall exactly how much she had 

had to drink that evening. She later estimated that she had 

at least one drink of vodka and three beers. THE IMMEDIATE 

AFTERMATH: SPRING 2013 

While the complainant said she was upset with the events of 

March 22, she did not initially consider the encounter to be 

an instance of sexual misconduct. A few days later, however, 

the complainant was surprised when her friends said the 

respondent’s actions constituted rape because her level of 

intoxication rendered her unable to give consent. On March 

28, 2013, the female student sent the male student an email 

warning him to never engage in sexual activity with anyone 

as drunk as she had been that evening because that could 

constitute sexual misconduct. She emphasized, however, that 

she was simply looking out for him and did not plan to take 
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she was simply looking out for him and did not plan to take 

any disciplinary action. Disturbed by the message, the male 

student forwarded the email to his residential college dean, 

who advised him to meet with the female student to discuss 

the situation. In an interview with the News, the 

complainant said the dean never contacted her after 

receiving the forwarded email. 

The female student said she reluctantly met with the male 

student over lunch. According to her account in the fact-

finder’s report, she told him that the evening of March 22 

had been different from their previous casual sexual 

interactions because he had ignored her decision in early 

March to end all sexual contact. The male student, however, 

told the fact-finder that during this meeting, the female 

student expressed that she was not hurt, and that their 

encounter had been consensual. The complainant said she 

does not remember saying anything to that effect. For the 

remainder of the semester, the two had limited contact. On 

May 27, 2013, the male student sent the female student an 

unsolicited email, included in the fact-finder’s report, that 

detailed how he thought she had changed over the past 

year. A few hours later, the female student responded 

angrily, writing that he had sexually pressured and 

manipulated her during their relationship — views she 

would later express to Berkman during the fact-finding 

process. She described that in the two months since March 22, 

her emotional reaction to the male student’s presence had 

only escalated, stating that the mere sight of him could 

make her want to cry or vomit. In her email, the female 

student also directly accused the male student of sexual 

misconduct during the night in question for the first time. “I 

can’t figure out quite where to start, so let’s just start with 

objective fact: you raped me,” she wrote. “You are a rapist.” 

ONE YEAR LATER: COMPLAINT FILED On April 17, 2014, the 

complainant visited campus for the first time since taking 

the 2013–14 school year off. Once she realized that she would 

see the male student around campus when she returned full-

time in the fall, she visited the Sexual Harassment and 

Assault Response Education center she told the News. Over the 

course of the next few days, the female student met with a 

SHARE counselor and Pamela Schirmeister, the Title IX 
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SHARE counselor and Pamela Schirmeister, the Title IX 

coordinator for Yale College at the time. She decided to file 

a formal complaint. 

Faculty, students respond to high admin salaries By Jed 

Finley and Finnegan Schick At $864,319, the average pay 

package given by the University to 10 of Yale’s top 

administrators has sparked conversation on campus. The 

salaries of these administrators, including the University 

president, vice presidents and provost, were made public 

through Yale’s Form 990, which is filed with the Internal 

Revenue Service annually as part of the University’s tax 

exempt status. Linda Lorimer, the vice president for global 

and strategic initiatives, and Dorothy Robinson, the 

University’s general counsel, took home $1,748,767 and 

$1,666,175 in 2012, respectively — figures higher than the 

average as both administrators received supplemental 

retirement packages. While these were the salaries that 

attracted the most attention, several students and faculty 

interviewed expressed criticism on the size of supplemental 

compensation packages for multiple high-level 

administrators. Four out of nine faculty interviewed said 

that while they praise Lorimer and Robinson for their hard 

work, the average pay for administrators suggests a shift 

toward corporatization at Yale. 

“The problem is not whether, in the abstract, [Lorimer] 

deserves such a handout, but rather its discrepancy with 

academic salaries. And that signals the increasing shift at 

Yale and most other universities toward corporate models of 

management,” theater studies professor Murray Briggs said. 

According to an Association of American University Presses 

report on Yale and institutions comparable to it, the average 

salary for a Yale professor in 2013-14 was $192,200, which is 

7.8 percent lower than Harvard’s for the same year. The 

average salary for a Yale associate professor is $118,300, 

while for an assistant professor it is $95,900. Sociology 

professor Ronald Eyerman said he thinks the pay packages 

had dangerous implications for the future of education. 

“I’m embarrassed to think of education as an ‘industry’ and 

a university as a ‘corporation’,” said sociology professor 
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a university as a ‘corporation’,” said sociology professor 

Ronald Eyerman. Branford Master Elizabeth Bradley, 

meanwhile, said that the University needs to at least be in 

the “mid-range” of other competing universities and 

employers to attract and retain the top talent. 

Speaking of Lorimer and Robinson, Bradley noted that “both 

women have made enormous contributions to Yale over three 

decades, and seeing this in the context of their whole careers 

and gifts to Yale would be important.” Penelope Laurans, a 

special assistant to the University president and the master 

of Jonathan Edwards College, said Lorimer and Robinson 

devoted themselves “heart and soul, round the clock,” to the 

toughest leadership assignments. Yale is not the only 

University to provide its administrators with high salaries. 

Further, School of Management Professor Jeffrey Sonnenfeld 

said he was amazed at how administrators at other elite 

schools have used their positions to acquire wealth. Computer 

science professor David Gelernter said he understands why 

Yale needs to pay “absurd” salaries to retain the talent 

necessary to run the University. Gelernter added that in an 

ideal world faculty would be paid more, but that most of 

them are passionate about what they do and loyal to the 

institution regardless. 

“Yale has been good to me, from the very start. I’m grateful 

and I love this place. I wish they paid a living wage — but 

you can’t have everything,” Gelernter said. School of Public 

Health Dean Paul Cleary said Yale does not offer 

supplemental compensation to its administrators on an 

annual basis. Instead, additional compensation is given as 

an incentivizing tool for the most talented administrators 

to stay at Yale, he added, and as supplemental retirement 

benefits — as was the case with Lorimer and Robinson. 

“Usually, if you separate it out, their compensation is not 

oversized, they’re not getting this on an annualized basis —

this was a lump sum,” Sonnenfeld said. Cleary added salary 

levels were determined after careful analyses of comparable 

salaries at other institutions. Four out of eight students 

interviewed said they are displeased with how Yale currently 

allocates funds, but also were not overtly critical of the pay 
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allocates funds, but also were not overtly critical of the pay 

packages given to Lorimer and Robinson. Wendell Adjety ’18 

said Yale should relocate some of its funds toward professors 

and away from administrators. He added that he would like 

to see professors in the humanities and social sciences paid 

more competitively. 

Lina Xing ’17 also said she thinks the discrepancies between 

administration and faculty salaries and pay packages at 

Yale should not be so large. But Xing added it makes sense 

for administrators with greater responsibility to receive a 

higher pay. The pay packages of 22 Yale faculty and 

administrators were listed in Yale’s Form 990, which was 

filed with the Internal Revenue Service in 2012. 

11-7-14 Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at 

the surface of a conventional mirror! Conventional PC with 

win 8.2 fix are unable to interact with how gravity is 

generated and 1,001 other discoveries! 

MacBook Air + Pro Monitors in every classroom along with 

Treadmill Desk Designed one's! 

11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

11-6-14 55" 5K License Plates are monitors... with a Message 

via SIRI + you can call the road rage drivers before they stop 

to kill you. No, seriously Road Rage Drivers will not be 

driving after the 4 MD womens coup! 

11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

11-6-14 WW III Veterans will get a Movie Titled "1,001 

Invention Projects" and it will also be free at the Key West 

Tropic Cinema along with a iPhone007 + that is built into 

the Apple MacBook Air + Pro's + Cheers from 4 MD Wives, in 

their Legal Polygamous Marriage. This is what finally 

stopped the killing of the wife of returning troops from 

Mecca! Rank Matters in everything but the $777 Trillion in 

BP Oil Revenues as the real motive for the Iraqi Wars... 
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BP Oil Revenues as the real motive for the Iraqi Wars... 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort was fire bombed by the Top Brass 

since 1980. 

11-6-14 WW III Veterans are 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, H-Bomb 

that won WW III was the ElectricWindmillFord... Bill Basilico 

and Marcue Lundell are the Master Minds behind free 

movies for Vets. VFW Vetrans Day Coming up soon the Key 

West Tropic Cinema - Members Only Advance Alert! VETERANS 

DAY WEEKEND ALL FILMS, ALL DAYS, FREE OF CHARGE To 

Veterans and Active Members of Military (Valid Military ID 

required) WW III Veterans will get $1 Trillion Cans of Made 

in the USA by NASA H @ -254 C. and have to 

"inventsomething" that will use a can of H @ -254 C... 

11-6-14 WW III Veterans "WW III" The Movie at the Key West 

Tropic Cinema leaves Mecca with millions of homeless + Vets 

in the USA protest mandatory Over time on the Ford + GM 

assembly lines building the ElectricWindmillCars! 

11-6-14 WW III Veterans will have Their life on a YouTube 

Streaming Video, with audio in home + cars with laser 

guided dash cams. Like FaceBook with 24/7 video of you! OJ's 

spits at the cameras every few minutes, 4 MD Wives are almost 

ready to "DROP" the "A-Bomb Lobotomy Gas" Movie showing 

actual brainstorming of a Lobotomy gas! 

11-6-14 WW III Veterans on... Facebook Inc said users would 

now have option to donate directly to various Ebola relief 

charities through a button at the top of their News Feeds. 

STD's, HPV, Farrah's next generation of women on FaceBook 

have no idea that some man will given her anus cancer.. a 

guy on Facebook. Facebook Inc said all diseases will be 

posted with the persons profile starting today as Ebola is not 

Syphilis, HIV... 

11-6-14 WW III "Breast Cancer War" Army vs Navy Football 

Games terminated in Memorial to Breast Cancer Dead via 

War Crimes on Civilians in the USA by 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators! 
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Dictators! 

11-6-14 WW III "Burn Unit for Fiery Car Wrecks War" 

Unknown Soldier Combat Wounded Veterans of WW III 55" 

Big Screen License Plate on the back of their 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort grossing you out on Burns in 

Apple 5K 55" Monitor that replaces conventual License Plates 

on cars. 

11-6-14 WW III "War on Cancer War" Closed all Casinos and 

State Lotteries to free up 1 Trillion Man Hours so they can 

win the "Jackpot" at the New England Journal of Medicine! 

11-6-14 WW III "Allah vs Christian's Godsent $777 Trillion 

Gas Station Hold ups by Pentagon for Conventual Wars" 

Women Sucker Punched at a Gas Station Hold up from 1980 

to 2014 will be compensated by knowing their scared lip from 

100 stitches got the Famous JFK Super Carrier Fleet worth $10 

Trillion a Year to operate will be converted to a JFK Yale 

Hospital Air Craft Carrier! 

11-6-14 WW III "Start of Star Travel War" NASA "Rocket 

Scientists" have the hardest Coup... 

11-6-14 WW III with the Vatican over STD's Priests gave kids 

+ adults not on the front page of the Chicago Papers. The 

Archdiocese of Chicago has released thousands of pages of 

internal documents pertaining to how it dealt with 

allegations of child sexual abuse by 35 priests going back 

decades. Homeland Security is light years from "HOME" 

wasting $10 Trillion in 2014 alone! 

11-6-14 WW III For 20 years, scientists have known of a gene 

involved in neural tube defects (such as spina bifida) 

11-6-14 WW III For 20 years, pregnant teens have not been 

taught in High School that a gene is involved in neural tube 

defects such as spina bifida! 

11-6-14 WW III For 20 years, pregnant teens have not known 

they are pregnant for a month or longer... 4 MD Women's 

Coup will have Pregnancy Test daily along with 100's of 
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Coup will have Pregnancy Test daily along with 100's of 

other test many for STD's done every day. Homeland Security 

MD Division. Navy Super Carrier Fleet of thousands of people 

supporting 1 Super Carrier is now given to 4 MD women. TEST 

the Navy failed as many 13 year old girls biking are dead, 

their mothers dead from the virus that is!! The cause of 

Cervix Cancer. Navy State of the Arts Laser Guidance Jets + 

gov. perks killed thousands of teens in 2014. Stupid 

Criminals think Saddam is the only one who will ever Hang! 

11-6-14 For 20 years, scientists have known of a gene 

involved in neural tube defects (such as spina bifida), but 

until now it was not known exactly what causes this gene to 

malfunctions during diabetic pregnancies. 

11-6-14 WW III A neural tube is the body's first step in 

assembling the spinal cord and the brain, which takes place 

within the first two to four weeks of gestation. Since the early 

1990's, scientists have known that the gene Pax3 is required 

for closure of the neural tube. 

11-6-14 WW III Diabetic women who become pregnant run a 

greater than average risk that their baby, while the tube is 

folding shut, will develop anencephaly, a fatal disorder, or 

spina bifida, which can lead to motor impairment and 

other disabilities. For over two decades Dr. Loeken has 

focused her research on discovering how and why the 

malfunction of Pax3 can occur in diabetic women when they 

are pregnant. 

11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 

11-6-14 55" 5K License Plates are monitors... with a Message 

via SIRI + you can call the road rage drivers before they stop 

to kill you. No, seriously Road Rage Drivers will not be 

driving after the 4 MD womens coup! 

11-6-14 Apple 5K 55" Monitor replaces conventual License 

Plates on cars + trucks! Wow! 
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11-5-14 80K in WW III were burned to death in a fiery Car 

Crash for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. 

11-5-14 WW III Veterans top Brass are 4 MD Wives Coup 

D'Etat, H-Bomb that won WW III was the 

ElectricWindmillFord... 

11-5-14 WW III Veterans... Free Movies at the Key West Tropic 

Cinema "1,001 Invention Projects for Vets" not a 1984 II 

Numb Nuts ordered Movie for Vets. 

10 Innovations That Will Change Medicine In 2015 are 4 MD 

Wives Coup D'Etat, then Homeland Security will Scan for 

STD's all diseases + 10 mm breast cancer tumors in the New 

Manhattan Project to win the "Breast Cancer War" 

11-5-14 Millions of US women are not getting screened for 

cervical cancer... Cervical Cancer Police Women after the 

coup by 4 MD Wives! 

11-5-14 WW III "Breast Cancer War" 40K dead in USA 400K 

dead world wide no CIA help... 

11-5-14 Here's What Experts Really Think About Google's Big 

Plan To Find Cancer Sooner... Burn Units, why Google Top 

Brass have to follow orders from our 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators not to go viral with Burn Units and futuristic Burn 

Units Invention Projects in every Chapter of a Hemingway 

House Writing Class. 

11-5-14 "Burn Units" will be the title of a Book made into a 

true story Movie, like "Kill the Messenger" about Oliver North's 

drugs + money era. The Movie "Burn Unit" can focus on our 

1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators not to go viral with Burn Units, 

brainstorm new treatments for burn pain! 

11-5-14 WW III Veterans are 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, H-Bomb 

that won WW III was the ElectricWindmillFord... 
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that won WW III was the ElectricWindmillFord... 

11-5-14 Bill Basilico and Marcue Lundell are the Master 

Minds behind free movies for Vets. VFW Vetrans Day Coming 

up soon the Key West Tropic Cinema - Members Only Advance 

Alert! VETERANS DAY WEEKEND ALL FILMS, ALL DAYS, FREE OF 

CHARGE To Veterans and Active Members of Military (Valid 

Military ID required) 

11-5-14 WW III Veterans will get $1 Trillion Cans of Made in 

the USA by NASA H @ -254 C. 

11-5-14 WW III Veterans will get $1 Trillion Cans of Made in 

the USA by NASA H @ -254 C. 

11-5-14 "WW III" Movie at the Key West Tropic Cinema leaves 

Mecca with millions of homeless + Vets in the USA protest 

mandatory Over time on the Ford + GM assembly lines 

building the ElectricWindmillCars! 

11-5-14 Vets free movie weekend is a smokescreen to hide 

pollution from gasoline cars, hide particles in the air that 

causes kids ADHD and Childhood cancers that fill full like 

our Key West Hotels are booked full, so are Childrens 

Hospitals from Poison Gasoline Exhaust and VFW's can't 

attack 1984 II HQ. 1984 II Vetrans perks like free movies are 

to keep them quiet about Childhood Cancers and 13 year old 

girls killed in traffic that the Navy gas station hold ups 

robed the girls of LASER GUIDED CARS BIKES PEOPLE in 

traffic deaths from 1980 to today! LASER GUIDANCE WAS 

GIVEN TO NAVY FIGHTER JETS NOT 13 YEAR OLD GIRLS OUT 

BIKING IN TRAFFIC WERE 50% ARE DRUNKS... OR ON OLIVER 

NORTHS COCAINE, HEROIN. NAVY SUCKER PUNCHED THE 

WOMEN WHO WANTED TO FREE GREG TO CURE BREAST 

CANCER DECADES AGO... 4 Billion Pregnant women exposed 

to air pollution are five times more likely to have children 

who develop behavior problems related to attention-

deficit/hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD, a new study reports. 

11-5-14 Bill Basilico and Marcue Lundell are the Master 

Minds behind free movies for Vets. VFW + Vetrans! 

11-5-14 Bill Basilico and Marcue Lundell get a preview of 
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11-5-14 Bill Basilico and Marcue Lundell get a preview of 

the "Burn Unit" a WW III Movie about 800 Fiery Cop Cars 

World Wide, LA, Paris, Moscow, Rome, Mecca, Vatican City! 

11-5-14 Coal is Headline News for China Today. It's related 

to "Burn Unit" as ElectricWindmillFord Focus would have 

made Coal Mining Out of Date in 1981. 777 Trillion cans of 

H @ -254 C would have been made in China and exported by 

Today! Laser Guided + Dash Cam cars would have come out 

with the 1981 Model ElectricWindmillFord Focus! Cops 

pulling you over to write a ticket would have been out of 

date to new Dash Cam technology. 

11-5-14 80K in WW III were burned to death in a fiery Car 

Crash for $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenues. I think Bill + 

Marcue got some kick back from BP Oil or just the 1984 II 

Numb Nuts Dictators gov perks like MD's got $1 Trillion in 

Medicare in 2014 to not report on "Burn Units" causalities of 

WW III to come up with the money. Bill Basilico and Marcue 

Lundell are the Master Minds in Key West, Not at 1984 II HQ! 

11-5-14 1984 II HQ! 

11-5-14 Bill Basilico and Marcue Lundell are the Master 

Minds in Key West, Not at 1984 II HQ! 

11-5-14 1984 II HQ! 

11-5-14 Here's What Experts Really Think About Google's 

Glasses, Google's Social Vision looking at 800 YouTube videos 

of fiery Cop Car Crashes... 

11-5-14 Here's What Experts Really Think About Google's 

Glasses, the laser guidance gives you a "Heads UP!" one 

example is the mirror... Conventional mirrors reflect light by 

interacting with the electrical component of 

electromagnetic radiation. Beyond reversing the image, 

they also reverse light’s electrical field.This presents a 

problem at the mirror’s surface, where the opposing 

frequencies cancel each other out. For scientists, this means 

that things like quantum dots are unable to interact with 
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that things like quantum dots are unable to interact with 

light at the surface. 

Quantum dots are unable to interact with light at the 

surface of a conventional mirror! Wow Now use your brain to 

"See" wants going on inside a nearby star that will burn its 

H for the next 4 trillion years! 

11-5-14 1984 II HQ! 55" monitors is what I vision is at 1984 

II HQ! 

11-5-14 1984 II "Google's Half-Finished Attempt to Take Over 

the Living Room" ...the battered womens shelter in every city 

and town in the USA. WW III Veterans top Brass are 4 MD 

Wives Coup D'Etat. They not Google will end "Domestic 

Violence" and Murders by "OJ" + Robert Kennedy Jr. killing of 

Mary in the Kennedy Barn, as Mary Kennedy didn't make 

the murdered wives statistics. But in reality or the "Real 

World" as Yale Students call it. MIT Technology Review spent 

decades on "Drones" as 19K women were murdered MIT 

drones killed 10K women + kids in Syria. After the Coup MIT 

Technology Review will be limited to "Saving Her Life!" 

11-5-14 1984 II "Google's Half-Finished Attempt to Take Over 

the Living Room" 1,001 IApps for security! 

11-5-14 1984 II Hands Off Our $777 Trillion in oil revenues 

is world wide... Guardians of life: The indigenous women 

fighting oil exploitation in the Amazon. Last year, a group 

of nearly 300 women from seven indigenous nationalities 

marched to Quito, Ecuador, to ask the central government 

to refrain from exploiting oil that their ancestral lands in 

the Amazon jungle. It was the first march for the rights of 

indigenous people in Ecuador organized and led by women. 

Washington Post story! 

11-5-14 1984 II Hands Off MacBook Air + Pro iApps to design 

Heavy Lift Helicopters docked together for a Amazon 

Combine Air Born harvesting from the tops of trees, work with 

a million dollar view! Boeing is not designing any Heavy lift 

Helicopters for Combine Harvesting. 
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Helicopters for Combine Harvesting. 

11-4-14 Legal Polygamist Marriage would end 99% of sex 

harassment at Yale Med School and in Society! 

11-4-14 Fundamental Social Particles... at the Yale Medical 

School are "Classes" designed to teach the new MD anatomy + 

physiology. Yale medical school professors fiddle-faddled, 

wasted all their time wooing women MD's. Legal Polygamist 

Marriage would end 99% of sex harassment at Yale Med 

School and in Society! Yale Men spent these millions, $512 + 

$535 on nothing that would get them a Nobel in Medicine! 

11-4-14 No "Utopian Cardiac Arrest Novel" were Cardiac 

Arrest was 100% prevented by adding one of Dr. Nancy's Rx 

Cures to the H2O. Hemingway House Writers Classes for 

Medical School Professors! Yale Med School professors and 

MD's didn't write one iApp for MacBook Air + Pro. 1984 II 

Numb Nuts Dictators have a class at the Yale Med School, it's 

titled "Dictators + Doctors!" 

11-4-14 Yale medical school relies heavily upon the NIH 

grants... Yale Casino got $12 + $35 million from these NIH 

grants. 

In 2013... Federal government totaled $512.6 million in NIH 

grants to Yale! 

In 2014... Federal government totaled $535.8 million in NIH 

grants to Yale! 

iApp to hear + see Aliens on the 52 nearest Stars witch are 

also preinstalled on her MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. 

heyday Intel would never do on its own! 

Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a 

electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the 

MacBook Air + Pro. 

11-4-14 Yale medical school professors spent more time at the 

Yale Casino than working on 1 Nobel in Medicine. Last 
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Yale Casino than working on 1 Nobel in Medicine. Last 

Reminder: Yes Is No and No Is Yes on Casinos. 1984 II Top 

Brass know the statistics on "Losses" from Casinos! Snowden 

will not LEAK this! 

11-4-14 Analysis: $12 million spent at the Yale Casino by 

Yale Medical School Professors! 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles of the universe, MD's! 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles of our Social Universe, 1984 

II 800 fiery Cop Car Crashes, 801 soon! 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles of the universe that physicists 

have identified—electrons, neutrinos, quarks, and so on—

are the "letters" of all matter. Just like their linguistic 

counterparts, they appear to have no further internal 

substructure. 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles of our Social Universe, 1984 

II. Dictators + Doctors, today's class will be on Casino Owners 

+ Upper Middle class Gamblers, what is "Won + Lost" does not 

seem to matter. This upmost important particle of our Social 

Universe seems to have no "Matter" like the new Movie "The 

Theory of Everything." They can't play this "Card" until we 

know how "Gravity" is generated. 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... Gravity appears to have no 

further internal substructure... but everyone in the world 

knows some internal substructure MUST generate Gravity! 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... In our Social Universe, 

1984 II Top Brass seem to have no sense to the Gravity of the 

Universe! 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... String theory proclaims 

otherwise. According to string theory, if we could examine 

these particles with even greater precision—a precision many 

orders of magnitude beyond our present technological 

capacity—we would find that each is not point like but 

instead consists of a tiny, one-dimensional loop. Like an 

infinitely thin rubber band, each particle contains a 
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infinitely thin rubber band, each particle contains a 

vibrating, oscillating, dancing filament that physicists have 

named a string. 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles in the Naming of something 

futuristic is getting the Name right! String should be 

changed to CPU. 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... The Grand Design is a 

popular-science book written by physicists Stephen Hawking 

and Leonard Mlodinow and published by Bantam Books in 

2010. It argues that invoking God is not necessary to explain 

the origins of the universe, and that the Big Bang is a 

consequence of the laws of physics alone.[1] In response to 

criticism, Hawking has said; "One can't prove that God 

doesn't exist, but science makes God unnecessary... Hawking 

said the mechanism behind the origin of the universe was 

becoming so well known that God was no longer necessary. 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... Hawking said God is no 

longer necessary! Social Universe, 1984 II Numb Nuts 

Dictators tossed gasoline bombs at Cop Cars + families in 

their SUV's in LA, Paris, Rome, Moscow. God is no longer "God" 

to our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators but to Women at Yale 

Medical School who have swirled someone's gray matter 

between their index finger + thumb believe God is Necessary. 

4 MD Wives Coup when successful will use the Pentagon 

Building for a Medical School... 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a 

Year will convert atheist to believers in God. Like the particles 

in physics and Gravity's Particles that cause it! 

11-4-14 Fundamental Social Particles... "Soul" as 

"Consciousness" 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... Soul-Mates a lot more 

Realistic with a nearby stars "Invented by God how it burns 

H" to shine for the next 4 Trillion Years... 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... Nearby star known as 

Proxima Centauri, Proxima will burn for the next 4 Trillion 

Years, it in the way it burns H. This type of burning of H 

would make a good Invention Projects Novel at the 
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would make a good Invention Projects Novel at the 

Hemingway House Writing Class. 

11-4-14 Fundamental Social Particles... "Consciousness" 

11-4-14 Fundamental Social Particles... soul-mates Husband 

+ Wife Necessary Element in the MRI laws of "Social Physics." 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... 

11-4-14 Fundamental Social Particles... 

11-4-14 Fundamental particles... 

11-4-14 Yale medical school professors named by the NY 

Times and below in this web fiddle-faddled, wasted all these 

millions, $512 + $535. No "Cardiac Arrest Novel" Hemingway 

House Writers Classes for Medical School Professors! Yale Med 

School professors and MD didn't write one iApp for MacBook 

Air + Pro to find a Rx cure for Tropical Medicine and 

Hygiene... like Key West City Marinas, City of Key West Marina 

employees make almost as much as a Yale MD, gov. perks for 

suppressing the ElectricWindmillFord Escort and the White 

House MD overlooks no public Outdoor Shower in Key West. 

11-4-14 Why... because the NIH has $777 Trillion in 

kickbacks and gov. perks for Yale Doctors not to complain 

about the cops in the burn units, and the other 1 million 

days in a hospital statistics from no laser guided 

electricwinmillFord Escorts. 

10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... STD's. Tim Cook calling 

your cell a pop up will tell you what STD's Tim Cook has! And 

that he has had sex with 800 different men... 

11-4-14 In the days following Tim Cook's statement that he 

was "proud to be gay," Apple's chief executive has been 

commended for his openness in a variety of online opinions, 

but also needled by a pestilent swarm of haters, ranging 

from Twitter trolls to Russian politicians and businessmen. 

Apple investors don't seem to care. 

10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... Yale Students by the 
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10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... Yale Students by the 

time I visit Yale Med School for Body Work at 67 will have an 

iApp for their iPhone 6 Plus that lets the Yale student know if 

the caller has Anus Cancer, Anus STD's, etc. 

10-31-14 In the eye of the beholder... STD's 

http://www.thefarrahfawcettfoundation.org/

Disney Movie Farrah as a young Girl Scout working on a 

Merit Badge should be the Innocent opening scene! Next 

scene "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West 

Citizen, a Cook Chef has HIV, TB, Lung Cancer, STD's, 

Hepatitis, HIV, Syphilis, HPV, Anus Cancer! And works every 

day! "Mary" screams No at this Front Page News Key West 

Citizen! Farrah screamed NO when she found out someone 

gave her Anus Cancer, listen in your mind, hear Farrah 

Screaming... 

MacBook Air + Pro given away free to Writers at the 

Hemingway House Writing Class along with the 1 Trillion 

Cans of "H" @ -254 C made in the USA by NASA, now 

inventsomething to use 1 can of H @ -254 C. 

MacBook Air + Pro w/built in iPhone007 plus! Let the CIA stop 

this breast cancer cell division, write a CIA memo on this 

Cancer Cell and don't black out anything!! 

11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single 

Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent 

Something!" Honey you are my 100 Nobels Inspiration, you 

inspire Men to discover how to go faster than the speed of 

light. You light up the Universe in my brain MRI's! 

11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single 

Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent 

Something!" 

11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single 

Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent 

Something!" 
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11-3-14 Bill Gates is keynote speaker at American Society of 

Tropical Medicine and Hygiene conference in New Orleans. 

Thousands of scientists from around the world jammed into 

a New Orleans hotel ballroom to hear him. 

11-3-14 WHO told Bill Gates the Same thing... we need a coup 

that confiscates $777 Trillion from Saudi Arabia. This is the 

only way the 155 Story Yale Paris - NYC Medical Schools on 

an Eiffel tower structure will be paid for! The leader of the 

World Health Organization criticized the drug industry on 

Monday, saying that the drive for profit was one reason no 

cure had yet been found for Ebola + Breast Cancer! 

11-3-14 iApps for MacBook Air + Pro will find a Rx cure for 

Tropical Medicine and Hygiene and they will be pre-loaded 

on all Apple devices. Bill Gates will be droned in gasoline at 

the War Crimes Trials. 

11-3-14 Take that, Osama Bin Laden! $777 Trillion in $4 

gas financed the 17 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia, they got 

this much money from the Pentagon's suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar! 

11-3-14 More than 13 years after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, a 

resurrected World Trade Center - bigger and better than 

ever - reopened for business Monday. 

11-3-14 All UN Nations knew about the suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillCar so the UN will be torn down an a 155 

Story "Yale NYC Medical School" will be built on an Eiffel 

Tower Structure were the UN could have prevented 9-11 but 

greed of $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues won her heart. 

11-3-14 Follow up story from yesterdays web here on 

ElectricWindmillCars would all have 52K lasers for 

guidance. "China's new laser shoots down drones" by Jose 

Pagliery CNN Money. 

11-3-14 Focus on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year. This story 

is in the paper every day... yet no one works on a alcohol 

cure! 19K SWF murdered in 2014 59K murdered in the USA in 

2014 and they Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no iApps 

in Medicine to Cure Crime! 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators have 
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in Medicine to Cure Crime! 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators have 

syphilis in the brain! 

11-3-14 "Police: Teen killed man for not buying him beer" 

seattlepi.com 

11-3-14 PITTSBURGH 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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